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The "Europa Transport"  publications  present  a substantial  part  of  the
statlstlcal  information  on the  international  lntra-community
transport  of  goods collected  under  the  "l'larket  Observation  Systen".
Three reports  are  published:
-  Analysis  and Forecasts
-  Annual Report
-  llarke t  Development  s .
Tlre contents  of  the  following  "Annual  Report  L987'are  as follows:
Chapter 1:  General Market Assessment  A11 3 Modes
Chapter 2:  Road
2.L  Intra  Eur-12  lnternati.onal  road actlvity  in  L987
2.2  Detailed  analysis  of  the  i.ntra  EUR-12
internatlonal  road haulage market  in  1986
2.3  Cross-trades,  an analysis  of  the  mu1tllatera1
lntra  EUR-12 lnternational  road  haulage narket  in
1986 and estimates  for  L987
2.4  Natlonal  traffic
2.5  Total  intra  EUR-12 traffic
2.6  Traffic  with  EFTA
2.7  Transit  traffic  through  non E.C.-countries
2.8  Prlce  and co6t  indices
2.9  Transport  Inquiry  Surveys
Chapter 3:  Inland  I{aterways
3.1  Introduction
3.2  International  trafflc  by relation
3.3  Donestic  trafflc
3.4  Trafflc  wlth  third  countries
3.5  Total  trafflc  on Community netrsork
3.6  Inland  Waterway transport  by narket
3.7  Inland  Waterway t.ransport  by  f lag
3.8  Fleet  developments and overcapacity
3.9  Transport  lnquiry  survey  and waiting  days
3.10  Cost and prlce  lndices
Chapter 4:  Rall
4.I  Intra  EUR-12 internatlonal  rail  traffic  in  I987
4.2  Intra  EUR-12 international  rail  traffic  broken
down by  NST Chapter
4.3  Natlonal  rail  traffic
4.4  Ral1  trafflc  with  thlrd  countries
4.5  Use of  Communlty rail  netnork
4.6  Rail  price  lndices
Chapter 5:  Combined !ransport
5.1  Container  transport  (1987)
5.2  Piggy-back  transport  ( 1987 )
chapter 6:  :ffi::i:;';::"ll'll.'il-13u!3""""" 
(1e83-re86) bv 10cllAPTER  1
C._ggl-et_Mgfg.t  """""qr""r  -  Ai
I.1  Tonnages-of  international  transport  within  the  CommunjLtv
International  intra-Community  transport  again  rose  to  a  record
high  in  L98v even  though  the  inerease  was quite  modesL at  L.5"1 , marginally  l-ess  than  the  previous  year  ( revised  to  L.(t%) .  rn
contrast  to  the  1960 t s  and  early  1970 | s  when internatj_onal
intra-Community  t.ransport  grer4r almost  twice  as  f ast  asi gdp  ( or
industrial  producti-on),  growth  in  the  last  3 years,  wtrich  has
also  been a  period  of  steady  growth,  has  been less  tharn gdp  (or
industrial  production);  this  is  due  to  a  change in  ther
structure  of  goods  transported  away from  "heavy"  indusrtry  (see
Chap.  6 ) "
Road traf  f ic  growLh  of  6.4'l  in  L98l  was the  highest  recorded
si-nce  L979 and  is  estimated  to  have  exceeded  23tl nio  tonnes  in
L987.  As both  rail  and  inland  htaterway  showed sima1l d eclines
in  tonnage,  the  share  of  road  transport  advancecr stronLgly.
hhile  rail  traf  f ic  f e11  r.2"1  in  L987 to  64 mj.o tonnes,  it  was
s ti11  some Lo% lower  than  the  "boou"  1eve1s  of  1.984 and  1985.
A sharp  fa11  was observed  for  inward  traffic  to  France  (down
97!) .
rnland  water!{ay  traf  f ic  f e11  3.L"/  in  L98l  to  ls6  mio  tonnes;
this  was the  lowest  f igure  since  19tJ3, but  tonna.ges have  only
fluctuated  from  L76 mio  to  L92 mio  tonnes  since  L978.
conbined  transport  had a  very  positive  year  with.  a  4"1 increase
in  container  movements and over  8"1 in  piggyback  movements; in
both  cases  the  1eve1 of  movements was the  highest  ever.
Table I. AnnuaI  international  intra  EUR-12 tonnage  flows  by
mode of  transport  (nio  tonnes)
Year
Mod e




















Total 429 .9 459 .9 467 .4 474.7 48L .9Table 1.2:  Annual- growth rates  internatironal  lntra  EUR"'12
t onnage f l ows ("/")
Year
Mode
















To tal + 7.0 + 1.6 + 1.6 + 1.5
Table 1.3:  Differential  grohrth rates
(lloda1  groltt,h  rate  minus  total  growth  rate  )
Yea r
Mode















Note:  In  Tables 1. 1 ,  L.2 and 1. 3  B and L have been sepa:rated
i.e.  traf  f ic  between B and L is  included  ( thls  is
different  fron  the  approach adopted in  earlier  reports).
L.2  Modal split  of  int_ernational  transport  wlt_hin the  Comnun:!.ga
The table  below gives  the annual modal spJ-it  development,'
Roadts share continued to  increase wlth  a substantial  junp  to
48.0 in  1987, railts  share which had declLned sharply  in  L986
fe11 a little  further,  while  ln1and waterwayrs share fe1.L
almost 2'l ln  L987 to  38.67..
Table 1.4:  Modal split  evolution  (7")  EUR-12
Year
Mode




















Total 100.02 L00 . o"t 1 00. o"l 100.02 100.02
Indus trial
Production + 2.7 + 3.4 + 2.O + 2.2
G. D. P. + 2.4 + 2.5 + 2.6 + 2.21.3 9omparison of national and international  transport within  the
Community
While tonnage figures are usually used to  assess international
transport,  a comparison between national and international
transport is  more usefully  carried out in  tonne-kilometres  due
to the fact  that  many national road journeys are very short.
Tonne-kilometre figures often become available much later  than
the corresponding tonnage figures  especially wtren one is
using provisional  information based on trade data  so that  it
is  possible to establish the comparison required for  f9B6,but not yet for  L987.



























TotaI 224.O 67 4.8 898.7
*'  includes  bilateral  and cross-trade  movements under Community
Quota authorizations
The table  clearly  shows the  dominance of  road,  especially  for
national  transport.  The results  also  show rail  to  be 4 times
Iarger  then inland  waterway for  national  transport,  but  inland
waterway to  be twice  as large  as rail  for  international
transport.  Fig.  1.1  visualizes  the  issues of  Table 1.5.











The contents  of  chapter  2  can be summarLzed, as follows  :
2.1  Intra  EUR-12 i-nternational  road activity  in  L9g7
2.2  Detailed  analysis  of  the  i.ntra  EUR-12 international
road haulage market in  1986
2.3  cross-trades,  an analysis  of  the nultilateral  intra
EUR-12 international  road haulage market in  1986 and
estimates  for  1987
2.4  National  traffic
2.5  Total  i.ntra  EUR-12 rraffic
2.6  Traffic  with  EFTA
2.7  Transit  traffic  through non E. C.-countries
2.8  Price  and Costs indices
2.9  Transport  Inquiry  Surveys
2.L  Intra  EUR-12 international  road activity  in  1987
2.L.L  Introduction
Annual  data  for  L987 at  Conmuni.ty leve1  fron  the  Road Directive
is  only  available  several  months  after  the  conpletion  of  this
Report.  Pending  an  extension  to  the  Directive  to  supply  sinple
quarterly  data  more quickly,  comments on  f987  have  to  be  based
on  national  sources.  For  consistency,  the  same series  are  used
as  are  produced  in  the  Quarterly  "Market  Developments  Report";
these  series  run  from  1983 and  include  spain  and Portugal,  they
do not,  however,  include  any  breakdown by  nationality  of
haulier.  The analysis  by  natlonality  of  haulier  (fron  national
sources)  has  been discontinued  until  data  from  the  "extended
Directive"  is  available.
2.1.2  Tc!a,L Intra  EUR-12 tonnages, 1987
International  road transport  between the  L2 EEC l"lember States
continued to  grow strongly  in  L987, the  lncrease  1s
provisionally  estimated  to  have been 6.4  "1. This  increase  was
slightly  higher  then in  recent  years ,  whlch ranged f rom 4.7"/" to
5.5% over the  last  three  years.
Road transport  continued  its  traditional  position  as  being  the
mode with  the  highest  growth  rate.2.I.3  Intra  EUR-12 tonnages by relalion,  1987
Table 2.L gives  the  tonnages (in  millions)  for  each relatjLon
(Belgium and Luxembourg combined) for  1987 together  with  the
percentage change from the  previous  year.  l-n a few cases the
1987 figures  are not  yet  available  for  cert.ain  small  flowt;  and
it  has been necessary to  insert  the value  f: ron  the  previotts
year;  in  these cases the  percentage change i-s shown as N tl Not
known ) .
The 15 najor  flows  (those  over 5 nillion  tonnes) all  occur  on
t,he relations  between D, F,  I,  NL and B/L.  For these major
flows  the  largest  observed increase  in  1987 was D:)  F (up  L8"l)
f ollowed by F ->  I  (up LO"l).
In  the  intermediate  flows  (those  between I  and 5 nillion
tonnes) the  outstanding  results  were the  continued high
increases concerning Spain,  E
year),  F ->  E (up L97", af ter  22%), D
and E
For the  smaller  flows  (under l  ui1lion  tonnes)  there  are  oLten
large  changes; it  is,  however, more appropr:iate to  examine the
row and eolumn totals  of  Table 2.L;  this  iei done ln  the  next
section.
il,.L.4 Development of  inward and outward tonnages _f or  each Membe::
State.  1983-1987
Graph 2.I  shows the  development  of  inward  and outward  tonnages
for  each Iulember State  together  with  that  for  Intra-EUR-12  as  a
whole  (the  development  of  inward  and  outltard  flows  are
necessarily  equal).  Each graph  uses  100 as  the  base  in  19{i6
pernitting  the  quick  identification  of  the  1986 to  L987 change
(the  figures  are  also  shown in  the  margins  of  Table  2.1)  as
well  as  the  maintenance  (or  otherwise)  of  recent  trends  sjLnce
1983.
The most  outstanding  features  are:
(i)  the  continuing  rapid  growth  of  traffic  wlth  Spain  an<l
Portugal  consequent  on adhesion  (both  pre-adhesion  arrcl
post-adhesion);  around  V07. increase  between  1983 and  L987;
(ii)  the  relatively  uniform  increases  in  1987 for  all  other:
Menber States,  except  for  Denmark wher:e outbound  traffic
remains  s luggish.
l0120
Graph. 2.1  Developnent of
D-->-  -->D_  _  _  EUR_.....
65  66
inward and outward tonnages -  EUR-12
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t22.2 Detailed  analysis  of  the  intra  EUR-12 bilateral  internationarl road haulage rnarket in  1986
2.2 Introduction
a)  bilateral  traffic  is  covered by the  Directive  but  that
cross-trade  traffic  is  not  (=traffic  by haulier  frou  Menbe state  A between Member sEate B and Mernber state  c).
b)  1986 Italian  data 1s provisional  data  from the  Directive  but
t.onnages for  rtalian  hauliers  for  earlier  years relate  to foreign  trade  statistics.  In  such cases t-km lrere estimated assuning that  the  average distance  to  each l'lember State  is the  same as that  of  the  hauliers  from the  partner  country.
c)  Tonnages for  Luxembourg hauliers  for  1983 and Lg84 from the Directive  have not  yet  been delivered  to  the  soEc; l9g2  data continues  to  be used provisionally  for  19g3 and 1994.
d)  The figures  for  the  UK are  particularly  sensitive  to  the problen  of  unaccompanied semi-trailers  which are  not
recorded in  the  road Directive  statistics  and should
consequently be treated  with  some reserve.
Ad a)  Thls  is  an lncreasLng probren lrlth  the  grouth  of  crosa-trades.  coEparlson of  the  flgures based on quarterly  na!1ona1 source6 (used in  Table 2.1)  rrlth  thoee iron  the  Dlrec!1ve (Table  2.2)  gives  the  folloulng  resulrs:
Based on quarcerly  Based on Direc!ive
naEional  source6
EUR-I2  EUR-IO  EUR-IO
As explained  earller,  the  data  cur
taken from many different  sources
structural  analysis  t,o be carried
consistency  and reliability.  The
data currently  available  relate  to
Statistical  Directive  for  L956.
Note that:
rently  avai.lable  for  L987 are
and do not  permit  a detailed
out  with  sufficient
most extensive  comparable
those collected  for  the  Road
+3 .2
+2.8 (+2.41 1n Table 2.1; has to be adJusted, see note b)
84/83  +5.5
85 / a4  +5.0
86 / 85  +4.7





Ad b)  A  conparison  of  the  tno  source6  for  1986  lndlcaEe6  (for  I  hauliers  on  all  EUR-12
relatlons)  that  the  (provlslonal)  Directlve  data  1e  61  loser  chan  rhe  data  derived  fron
crade  statlstlcs  for  !onnes  and  If  Iover  for  tonne-kllonecrea.  Consequencly  che
lncreagea  at  EUR-12 level  glven  1n  the  bottoa  rlght  hand  corner6  of  TabIes  2.2  and 2.9
resPectlvely  are  undere6!LEated  by  O.4Z  for  tonnes  and  0.27  for  tonne-kllouecres
respectlvely.  Becauae  of  the  provlelonal  nature  of  the  Dlrectlve  daEa  lt  has  not  been con6ldered  useful  at  thls  stage  to  revlse  the  pre-1986  data,  Bo  that  co6parlsons  of  1985 and  I986  have  (generally)  been  excluded  fron  en!rLes  lncludlng  ItaLlan  hauIlers.
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r6Table 2.2  shows an overall  increase  of  +2'42
bilateral  intra  EUR-10 traffic  moved in  1986,
1985 ('Uut readers should note  the  comments Ad
footnote  on Table 2.2).
A large  increase  was noted for  IRL outward;  a
for  GR inward.
For the majors flows  (over  5 rnillion  tonnes)
lncrease ltas on the  relation  B
decrease on the  relation  B
of  the  tonnage  in
compared with
b)  in  2.2.L  and
signifi.cant  fa11
the  largest
the  larges  t
Tables 2.3 and 2.4  break down the  "bilatera1"  tonnage movements
into  those carried  by hauliers  from the  country  of  unloading
and the  country  of  loading  resPectively'
The marglns of  Tables 2.3  and 2.4  lead  to  the  results  of  Tables
2 .5.
Table 2.5.A Share of  the market held  by haulLers  from EUR-I0 on
intra  EUR-10 lnternatlonal  journeys
*  See footnote  tab.  2.2
Table 2.5.L  contains
consecutive Years, of
haulier.  Durlng thls





























20413+  20100:  40513
13974 +  L4L73 z  28L47
5832 +  5439 z  LL27t
26027+  27L722  53I99
L497L +  20453 z  35424
1288+  1603:  289L
2430 +  2068 z  4498
885+845:1730
2355 +  289L z  5246











2r.6  2r.9  22.0
16.3  16.1  15.3
8.3  7.5  |  6.1
26.9  27.L  28.9 *
19.0  L9.3  19.3
(1.3)  L.7  L.6
2.3  2.3  2.4
0.8  0.8  0.9
2.9  2.8  2.9
o.7  0.6  0.5
EUR-10 88577+  95301:183878 +2.4 100  100  100
t7Table  2.5 .B  gives
haulier  on  EIJ.R-12
thel markl:t  share,
basi.s.
per Memberr State of
mar:ket held  by hau1i,€rrs froru EUR-l2i
inl:erniltional  journe.! s


















0bviously,  because  of  the  extension  rro E and  1,,  the  market share  f or  all  other  Menber State, s  i,s  reduced  i n  comparison  tcr Table  2.5.A,  except  for  !',  due  to  geographical.  ru""t.r"
( important  traffic  wirh  E) .
The detail,  by  transport  relati-on,  is  given  in.  Tabre  2.6, since  Table  2.6  only  r,elates  to  "bi1ateral.,tr,1  ffic,  the  sum of the  shares  of  traffic  held  by  haulier:s  from  th,e  "origin"  and "destination"  country  Is  necessari. 1y  IAO"Ai hen,:e  the  shar:es  ,cf
traffic  by  hauliers  fr,ea  "the  destination..country  can  be,l obtained  by  subtraeting  the  share  hel.d  by  the  'origin'.  countrry in  Table  2.6  f rom LooT".  Exanaple :  in  r9g6  D haulieis  haver 6o:a of  the  traf  f ic  f rom F  r!o D and  422 of,  the  EUR-.10 traf  f ic  to  D.
Note:  rtalian,  Dani.sh irnd Greek data  give  no  b::eakdown bertween Belgiun  and Luxembourg;  in  c,3mpiling  in.  margi-nal  EUR-10 rotals in  Table  2'6,  the  trafttic  for  Ehese 3i l'lenber  States  is  a$suur^ed to  be with  Belgi"um"
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t9Table 2.7  shows the  ratio  of  outnard/inward  t<lnnages by country of  haulier.  A high  ratio  indicates  dif f icult  j-es in  obtainirrg backhauls, a ratio  close  to  1.0  indicates  rdelii-balanced traf  f ic and a low ratio  that  trauliers  have to  make enpty  journeys
outltards  to  obtain  return  l-oads.  It  should be noted that  ttris is  a rather  "sinple"  i.ndicat.or which ignores  troth the  fact  that specialized  vehicles  nay not  find  suitable  ba,ckhauls and the fact  that  the volune/weight  ratios  may be dif:f'erent  in  the  two directions.










































EUR-LO / L2 1.11  1.10 i  r.ro
I
The results  of  Table Z.
ratlo  remains stable  aE
from this  table  are  the
declining  ratio  for  DK
7 show that  the  overall  outrra
about 1. 10.  The main ;points very  variable  ratios  fror IRL






The results  from the  Road Statistical
breakdown between "Hire  & Reward.. and Table 2.8 gives  the  sheire, in  tonnes, hauliers.
Directive  give  a
"Own account"  operator{i
for  Hire  & Reward
Note: The Itallan  forelgn  trade  data does not  contaln  such a breakdorgn.
corresponds with  officl.al  statisti.cs
caution.
used for  J-984 and 1985
The L figure  for  1985
but  must be treated  wittL
The share of  Hire  & Reward for  the whole communrity  gz.4"l  is known for  the  first  time,  due to  the  availabil:ity  of prelininary  figures  fron  r.  The evolution  of  Hrire & Reward share on an EUR-10-r basls  over recent  years is  shown i.n Table 2.8.A.  F and NL show a sready intrease'f  the  Hlre  & Reward share.
20Table 2.8.A Share of  market held  bY
intra  EUR-10 journeYs (x
Hire  & Reward hauliers  on





Share in  Z
of  Hire  & Reward











16593+  L644Lz  33034
LL429+  11460:  22889
5638+  5350:  10988
227L2+  234Q7 z  46LL9
9325 +  L39O2 t  23227
871 +  1156 z  2027
L952 +  L799 z  375L
694 +  680:  L374
2L8L +  26L8 t  4799
4OZ +  557:  959
81.3  82.2  81.5
75.0  78.8  81.3
N  N  97.5
84.6  86.2  86 -7
65.8  66.4  65 - 6
N  (43.8)  70.1
86.2  84.5  83.4
66.7  65.9  79.4
90.3  90.0  91.5
100.0  100.0  100. 0
Total
EUR- 1 O 71797+  7737o2L49L67 78.3  79.t  80.r
Table 2.8. B Share of  rnarket
intra  EUR-12 jou
re  & Reward hauliers  on
000 tonnes)
held  by  Hi
rneys  (x  I





Share in  7" of














17L22+  16983:  34105
L2302+  L266Q z  24962
6093+  5939 z  L2O32
22892+  236L4 z  46506
9409 +  L4O62t  2347L
872 +  1156 z  2028
2050+  1882 z  3932
709 +  682:  1391
2220 +  2660:  4880
4OZ +  559:  961
4378 +  6L4L:  10519














EUR- 1 2 79031 +  869 13 :  L65944 82.4
The analYsis
t onne-ki lome t
carried  out  in
res  (e.g.  table
section  2.2.2  can
2.9  corresPonds
be  repeated  for
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24Table  2.L2.A To nne-ki I ome t re s
on international
(x  nio  t-kn)
achieved  by country  of  haulier



















897 4 +  9L25
7 390 +  8336
6L99 +  6183
8226 +  L0646
5087 +  6669
272 +  4LI
2069 +  L936
380 +  37r
I90l  +  2242





















19 .9  20.4  20.5
L7.9  t7.9  17.8
18.1  L6.6  14.0
19.3  20.r  2L.4
11.9  t2.4  13.3
0.5  0.7  0.8
4.2  4.0  4.5
0.6  0.7  0.8
4.6  4.6  4.7
3.0  2.6  2.2
EUR-IO 41316 +  471)67 :  88383 +2.6 100  100  100
Results  of  Table  2.L2.A  for  86/SS are  sinilar  to  Table  2.5'A
(tonnes)  except  that  apparently  there  has been an ii'crease  of
average trip  length  of  5 -  L0% for  hauliers  from  F,  6,  L  and
UK.  Looking  at  the  shares  84-86,  the  results  are  similar  to
2.5.A,  except  that  F hauliers  have not.lost  their  share in
t-km,  due to  the  increase  in  average trip  length  in  1986
comoared to  l-985.
Iable  2.L2.8 Tonne-kilometres  achieved  by
on international  intra  EUR-I
(x  nio  t-kn)




















9864  +  1002b
8210  +  9423
6888  +  7 022
8442  +  10889
5395  +  7080
274  +  4LL
2324  +  21 10
406  +  377
2005  +  2359
8r9  +  1154
57LL  +  7470

























EUR*I2 51244  +  59162 :110406 100
TabIe 2.L2.B  shows that  the  E and particularly  P sha
EUR-12 traffic  is  much higher  in  t-km  than  in  tonnes
night  expect,  due to  their  relatively  long  distance
centre  of  the  Community.
It  may also  be noted  that  the  F share  drops,  like  al
I'Iember States,  in  couparison  to  Table  2.5.A  because,
the  tonnage of  F hauliers  to  E is  disproportionally
to  geographical  reasons -  this  is  not  true  in  t-kn.
re  of
I  4S  One
from  the
I  the  other
although
high  -  due
25Table 2.L3 llarket  share held  by Hire
intra-Oommunity  journeys
& Re.ward hauliers  on
(x  nio  t-kn)










85. B  87', .7
N  97'.6
89.3  90.3  9Cr.6
69.0  69.L  66,.4
N  56.3  79t.6
90.2  87.7  89r.1
91.3  9L.4  92..3
90.2  89.2  9r..1





























































Total 459 18 5259 2 98510 89 .2 8s .7 85. b 85'.8*
EUR-IO  I
In  t-kn,  the  share orn a EUR-12 basis,  89.27", is  considerabl.y
higher  than on tonna,ge basis  (82.47"  Table 2.8.B),  indicating
that  Hire  & Reward t.rips  are  longer  on averaige than orrn 3cc: ouDt
trips.
Average trip  length  :Eor all
of  the  total  t-kn  figure  by
yields  for  1986:
average trip  length  of  a
average trip  length  of  an
hauliers  is  given
the  total  tonnage
H & R-trip:  594 km
o.a.-trip:  335 kn
by  the  divis.ion
f igure  .  Thi sr
262.3 Cross-t rades an anal sis  of  the multilateral  intra  EUR-12
internaLional road hau aqe market in  1986 and estimates  for
L987
2.3.L  Introduc tion
As explained  in  note a)  of  section  2.2L,  the  Directive  only
relates  to  bilateral  journeys  between Member States.
Cross-trade  journeys  are allowed under Community Quota authorizatlons  (which then are valid  for  the whole of  EUR-12)
or  in  other  specific  cases.
The Commlssion has extensive  data on the  Community  Quota Statistics  (a detailed  analysis  was published  in  the  1988
Analysis  and Forecast Report)  and is  seeking comprehensive
infornation  on other  types of  cross-trade  journeys  through an
extension  to  the  Directive.
2.3.2  rmportance of  cross-trades  carried  under conmunity Quota authotizations
As explained  in  previous  Reports,  it  is  more appropiiate  to
examine  the  share  of  Community  Quota authorLzatlons  in  all
"Hire  & Reward" movements in  terms  of  tonne-kilometres  as  the
average  distance  under  a  Community  Quota authotLzation  1s  about
twice  that  of  all  movements.  Table  2.14  shows the  nain  results
for  tonne-kilometres  for  1986 and  L987 (the  figures  not
relating  to  Communi.ty Quotas  are  estimates).
27Table 2.L4 Intra-Community  international  road traffic
Breakdown by type of  traffic  ( tonne-kilonetres)




ltire  and Reward bilatera
Cross-trades  ( under
Community Quota)
Total  Hire  and  Rewa:cd
of  which

















7" of  Total  Hire  and Reward







Cross trades  as % o.E
total  under ComnuniEy Quota 2L .97" 25.2%
e= esti.mate
Due to  the  increase  irn average  number of  Commrnnity Quota
author i-zations  in  L987  ( being  10490. 5  up  4L'''/" compared to
1986 )  there  has  been i:l corresponding  increase  of  341l in  the
t-kn  achieved  under  tlhe  Community Quota autho ri  zations,  wit  hL
the  result  that  these  licences  are  now provisionally  estimat.ed
to  hold  l-9.2"1 of  the  total  Hire  & Rerrrard intra  EUR-12 market.
( in  t-kn)  .  Avid  readers  will  recall  thaf  thi  s  percentage  n,a.s
LO.57" in  f984  and  13.6% it  1985,  indicating  the  important  r'c,1e
of  the  Comnunity  Quota authoxizations  in  opening  up
int.ra-Community  traffic  to  the  possibility  of  cross-trades.
In  contrast  to  recent  years,  when the  proportlon  of
cross-trades  under  Cormmunity Quota had  remain.,ed very  stable
( between 2L and  222),  there  i-s  a  noticeable  i:ncrease  in  1987 to
257., bringing  the  proportion  of  cross-trades  trnder  Community'
Quota as  a  percentage  of  total  Hire  & Reward to  (provisionally)
4.8"/" in  L987 ,  as  compared to  2.2"/" in  1984.
28Table 2.15.A I986 tonne-kilometres  international
intra-CommunitY
(Hire  and Reward onlY -  mio t-kn)
r=  revised  from 1986 Annual Report
Table 2 .15 .B:  1987 tonne-kilometres  international
intra-Community










































































All  movements Using Comm.
Quota





























































EUR-12 103100 e 5256 1 08400e 20864















Cross-trades  ais 7"
of  all  Hire  anrl
Reward movemen:t.s





















































































EUR-12 2L .97" 25 .22 L5.2"t L9 .27" e 3 .37" 4 .8i(  e
302.4  National traffic
Table 2.L7 shows the overall  trends in  national road haulage
over the period 1983 to  1986.
The 4.8E increase of total  EUR-10 national traffic  1986
compared to  1985 is  much higher than the 2.62 on bilateral
intra  EUR-10 international  traffic  (see Table 2.I2A)t  inclusion
of  cross-trades would increase the total  international  growth
rate to about 3.68 (see footnote in  section 2.2.Ir.  Note also
that  the overall  figure  for  national traffic  is  some 5 times
higher than for  intra-Community.
Table 2.I7  Tonne-kilometres achieved by each nationality  of
haulier  on national traffic  (x mio t-km)
Nationality
of  haulier






























































EUR-1O 4L5722 426867 434387 455L69





Finally,  Table 2.I8  gives  the  evolution  of  the  market- share
held  by H&R hauliers  in  national  road transport.
Table 2.lB:  Market share by Hire  & Reward trauliers  in  national
road transport  (mio t-km)
Nationality









































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.19 shotrs the breakdordn by NST-chapter  of t-km perfolmed  on the national loarkets
by each nationallty of hauller, 1986 compared to 1985.
Tab1e 2.19 Natlonal road traffic,  breakdown  by NST-chapter
* Note: the totals  given in  the rlght  hand coLumn exclude r,  E antt p
322"5 Total intra  EUR-12 traffic
Table 2.2O gives the sums of  national and bilateral
intra-community  traffic  for  arl  M.s.  Here we see for  instance that  for  86/85 the r3.2E drop for  Greece on intra-community
transport (talte  2.L2A) turns into  an overall  15.O? increase.
Table 2.2O Tonne-kilometres achieved in  national and bilateral international  intra-Community transport for  each
nationality  of haulier  (x mio t-km)
Nationality
of  haulier

































































P:  9972e EUR.IO 495767 5r1175 520562 543552
Annua1 change +3. IE  +1 .8t  +4.42
Table 2.2r shows the relative  importance of  intra-community
transport per nationality  of haulier.  The most outstanding figures here are the steadily  increasing percentages for  NL and
B hauliers,  who perform half  of  their  total  t-km on international  transport,  and the drop of  ll  percentage points
for  GR hauliers over the last  3 years.
Table 2.2I:  Importance of  international  intra-Community
transport for  each nationality  of haulier:
International  t-km  as I
National t-km + International  t-km
Nationality












































































P: 17.5e ETTR-10 16. I 16.5 16.6 16. 3
Annual
difference
+0.4  +0.1  -0. 3
JJ2.6  Traffic  with  EFTA
For the  first  time  i-n t
covering  tonnages moved
EFTA l"lember States  are
he series  "Europa Transport " ,  f igur:es
on bilateral  traffic  between EEC and
presented.
By comparing the  fol!lowing  tables  with  thoso relating  to
i.ntra-Community  roacl transport  appearing ear:lier  in  this
report,  the  relative  importance of  these tortnage flows  ean be
appreciated.
6.1  Bilateral  traffic  between Norwa and  the  EEC r oad 1983-L987
00 tonne s )
Table 2.22
Total  bilateral  tral; fie  between  Norway and  the  EEC shows €ln
average  annual  growth  of  over  8z  during  the  last  4  years.
For  all  relations  shown,  Ehe share  of  N haul.iers  appears  to  be
significantly  larger  than  thaE  of  any  other  nationality  oI
haulier  (except  DK).
34


















































































































2592.6.2  Bilateral-  traffic  between Sweden a
Table 2.23






















































































































The average  growth  over  the  last  4 years  of  tonnages  moved
between  Sweden and  the  EEC is  about  7% per  year.
Particularly  on  the  relation  NL/S  (both  directions),  NL
hauliers  appear  to  have  three  quarters  of  the  market.
352.6.3  Bilateral  traffic  between Finland  an1!-ghe-EllC by road'
ffiil
Table 2.24
Average growth of  the  traffic  Finland/EEC ir;  alnost  87" per
year .
Note the  high  proportion  of  cross-trades,  particularly  on the
relation  F/SF and I/SF.




























































































































362.6.4  Bilareral traffic  between Switzerland  and the  EEC road -198 ( '000 tonnea
Table 2.25












































































































Available  data  on  bilateral  traffic Community are  too  inconplete  to  glve
evolutions.
Translt  traffic  through SwlLzerland will  be Section  2.7.L.
between Switzerland  and the any indlcations  on
discussed  in
J/2,,6.5 Bila Eeral traffic  ber tween Austria  and the  EIE:C b road
198 -L987 000 tonnLes)
TabLe 2.26
Available  figures  for  the  tonnages moved indj-cate  an annu'il I
growth of  about 4.6% over the  last  4 years'
on all  relations  sh,own, A hauliers  have thr: largest  marke E
share.
For data on transit,  traf i;ic  through Austriia,  see section  2'7 '2'








































































































Transit  traffic  through  non-E.C.-countries
.1  Transit  traffie  through  Switzerland
Table  2.27  Road transit  trafflc  through  switzerland,  1986
compared with  1985 (r000  ronnes)
Figure  2.2.A: Road transit  traffic
flows  over  10000t

































































39In  1986, total  road transit  traffic  througlt  Switzerland
lncreased by 227" to  L.2 mio tonnes,  compared to  1985.
gO7" of  all  transit  traffic  uslng  Swiss roads is  concentraEed on
the  routes  between the  Italian  and German borders  (67"1), and
the  Italian  and French borders  (247").
Table 2.28 however shows that  in  1986 the  share of  road hirulage
only  accounts f or  IO"/" of  the  total  quantit;7  of  goods carr ied
between the  German and Itallan  borders,  ra:Llways being by far
the main mode of  transport  (due to  Swiss cilpacity  restrictions
on road vehicles);  in  1985 this  share nas even less  (87.).
Table 2.28 Total  transit  traffic  through switzerland,  bet'ween
Gernan and Italian  borders by mode r  1986 compa red
wirh  19E5 (r000  tonnes)
l"1o d e





























Modal split  1986 LO7" 907" L00:l
402.7.2  Transit  traf  f ic  through Austria
Table 2.29  Road transit  traffic  through Austria
1986 compared with  1985 ( tOOO tonnes)
Figure  2.2.B:  Road transit  traffic  through Austria  (1986)





































































4lIn  1986, total  tranrsit  traffic  using  Austriian  roads increia.sed
by 67" to  20 mio tonnes.
77"/" of  all  road transit  traffic  through Austria  flows  betu'een
the  German and Ital:lan  borders.
Table 2.3O shows thirt  more than three  quarters  of  Lotal
transport  between these borders is  performed by road haulage,
and less  than one quarrer  by railways.
Total  trtrnsit  traffic  t,hrough Austria  between German

































Modal split  1986 7 8"t 22"4 LO07"
Fig.  2.3:  Transit  tr:affic  through A and CH, summary
l=tffi E:,ffiffi
4)2.8  Cost an@
2.8.L  Co st  indices
In  the  following  tables,  the  results  are  Presented of" the
cost  analysis  in  road liaulage firns  from D'  F,  NL, B/L,  UK and
DK.  The tables  show the  evolution  of  the  total  costs  and the
two main elements of  the  total  costs,  nanely fuel  costs  and
wages.  I,lith  a view to  sinplification,  only  the  indices  per
Jaiuary  1st  of  each year are  shown.  Half'yearly  cost  indices
are also  available,  but  for  these Ite refer  to  our more detailed
quarterly  Market Development reports.  The total  costs  in  ECU
show an average yearly  increase  of  2.87" (fron  1.1.1982 up to
1.1.1988,  all  above-mentioned  countries  combined) ;fue1  costston
average, show a yearly  decrease of  3.27" and wagesr on average'
rise  by'a.S% per year.  Wttit.  labour  costs  have continuously
increased during  itt"  period  considered,  fuel  costs  have only
risen  up to  r.r.r985,  af ter  whlch a very  significant  fa11 in
fuel  pri-ces rtlas obseived (fron  1'1'1985  up to  1'1'1988'  fuel
costs  j-n ECU' in  tota1,  decreased by 27%) '  The different
evolution  of  labour  costs  and fuel  costs  (conbined with  the
evolution  of  other  cost  factors)  has resulted  in  a significant
increase  of  the  total  costs  from 1.1.1982 up to  1 ' f " 1986
(yearlyaveragez4.L%),adecreasein1986(-2.1%)andamodest
increase  in  1987 (+2.47") .
when conparing the  above figures  in  ECU with  those based on DM,
HFL, DKR, "t"1, 
w€ observe some important  differences'  due to
the  changing exchange rates  of  the  currencies  during  the period
considered.ThetotalcostsofDhauliers,forinstance,has
risen,  oD average'  by 3.6% yearly  in  ECU, but  only  by o'7"1
yearly  in  Dl'I !  In  ECU, the  highest  total  costs  increases  are
registered  in  D, NL, DK and F (+3.67" to  +3.0% on average per
year),  whereas 1n national  currencies  the most important
increases are noted in  F and in  the  uK (+5.07" and +4.7% on
averager per year).  The comparative evolution  of  the  total
costs  is  illustrated  by graphs 2.4  ad 2.5.  For the  detailed
comparison between fuel  costs  and labour  costs  evolution'  we
refer  to  tables  2.31 and 2.32'
43Table 2.  31
Total  cos ts
Yearly  evolution  of  total
wages per nationality  of
in  ECU
costs,  fuel  costs
hauli.ers,  in  ECU
ancl
Fuel costs  in  ECU













































































Avs.  | +3.61 +3.01 +3.61 +2.I +1.5 I +3.4



































































































Avg. -2 .3 -1.3 -4 .4 -4.4 -1.5 -4.  tl -3.2
Wages in  ECU





























































































Avg. +6 .2 +5.7 +6. 1 +3 .7 +2. L +5.t2 +4.8
44Table 2.32 Yearly  evolution  of  total  costs,  fuel  costs  and
wages per nationality  of  hauliers,  in  national
currencies
Total  costs  in  national  currencies









































































Avg. +0. 7 +5.0 +1.1 +2.8 +4 .7 +3. 3 +3.0
Iilages in  national  currencies


















































































Avg. +3.2 +7 .8 +3.5 +4. 3 +5.4 +5. 1 +4 .9
A11 c.=  all  countries  comblned (arithnetlcal  average)
Avg . =average yearly  evolution  I . 1. 1 982- 1. I . f988
Fuel costs  in  national  currencles





















































































Avg. -5.0 +0. 6 -6 .6 -3. 5 +2. L -4 .4 -2 .7
45Fig. 2.4 Evolution of total cost :indices

































Fig. 2.5 Evolution of total cost indices







462.8.2  Cornparison of  absolute  cost  1eve1s
Of course,  the  data  col-lected  by means of  the  market
observation  system only  allows  a study  of  the  evolution  of
costsandisnotmeanttocompareabsolutecostlevelsin
transport  firns  of  different  nationalities.  In  this  context '
reference  should  be made to  a rePort  (1)  prepared by  ttre-NL
instituEe  NEA on behalf  of  the  Board of  Adrninistrators  of  the
Stichting  NIWO in  NL.  In  this  report  a cost  comParison is  made
betweenjourneysbyvehlclesfromtendifferentMemberStates
perforrning  internatlonal  road  haulage'  The main results  of
tt i-"  study  are  summarized  in  the  following  table:
Table 2.33 Cost comparison for  a typical  journey  by  an
articulated  vehicle  with  a loading  capacity  of
26 tonnes and a trai-n  weight  of  40 tonnes '  in
indices  (NL=100 );  reference  date:  1 ' I '1987
Source:  NEA
Cost per  driver,  per  nationality  of  haullert
in  indices
relationy'
( dis tance )
D F I NL B UK DK GR E




















It  appears that  total  costs  of  D,  Bt  I,  DK and NL vehicles  are
comparable (with  smal1 dispersions  of  1 to  2% max')'  that  F and
UKvehiclesshowatotalcostslevelofabout5to6%lower
than  that  of  NL vehicles  and that  journeys  by E and GR vehicles
show total  costs  that  are  about  L5 to  L7% 10wer than  the  total
costs  shown bY NL vehicles'
Thestudyalsoshowsthatthemostimportantfactorin'the
total  cosEs is  "cost  of  drivers"  (representing  22'67" to  37 '37"
of  the  total  costs,  depending on the  nationality  of  the
vehicles),  followei  by  "Fue1 costs"  (L3'67" to  L6'47") and
"Depreciation  expense" (LI'2%  to  L4'8%) '
Of course,  the  above figures  are  the  outcome of  a series  of
calculations  for  which many Parameters l"d  to  be predefined
(technicaldataofthe'.typicalvehicle'.,compositionofthe
replacementvalueofthevehiclermethodofdepreciationt
consideration  of  certain  subsidy  schemes, etc')'  similar
calculationscouldhavebeenmadewithadifferentset-of
parameters,  giving  results  which might  be slightly  different
i.or  those  obtained  by the  Dutch investigation'
Furthermore,oneshouldbearinmindthatinmanyfirms,no
ProPercostcalculationorcostallocationispractised'
resulting  in  a mixture  of  costs  between national  and
international  transporE  activites,  or  a higher-than-normal
Proportionofthefixedcostsbeingattributedtodomestlc
transport.  The latter  is  certainlt  true  in  some larger  Member
StateswithanextensiveandlucrativedomestictransporE
marke t .
(f-._GEF!-rice  comparison betldeen the  countries  of  the
European communi.ty concerning  internatlonal  road hau1age",  NEAt
Rijswijk  (NL),  1988
A12. 8.3 Price indices
The results  of  the,quarter.Ly price
I,  NL, B/L and GR in  1987 cannot be
annual report,  due to the wealth of
generated and for  which we refer  to
latest  "Market Deve.lopments" report
However, when considering  all  data
F, I,  NL and B,/L, a general pattern
be obtained by calculating  a series
indices per eountry:
surveys ,  carr:led out in  D, F ,
discussed  1n detail  in  this
information 1!hat has been
. 
the respectlrre tables ln  the
collected since 1982 for  D,
of  road price evolutlon can
of  yearly average price
Table  2 .34:  Yearly  revol_ution of  average price  inclices  per
country  and per  nationali.ty  of  hauliers,  in  ECU
B. N. 411 figures obtai.n.l.ty  coruparing the ava:i1"Ufu q;G
ill;".:"::r1,.:1:  indices of  the Io..""ponding  quarters of 1982, then arreraged in order ."  ;;;;i;';;;;fi  ;l;;;::"":; rteighted  according  to  the  relative  lmportance of  all relations  conLsldereo.
-  Italy;  for  19g7, only one figure  was available  (third quarter),  considered  representative for  ttre whole year. -  own h.= own hauliers  (own nationality) for'  h'= foreign hauliers  (a11 0ther'natic,naritles
conbi ned )
all  c.= a1l countries combi.ned aLl h.= a1l hauliers conbined
-  Avg.= average yearly evolution  L9g2_Lgg7
During the period Lg82-Lgg7,  road transport prices in  ECU have, on average, increaserc by 2-62 yearly.  i.o.  iggz to  1gg6 the average increase amorrnted to  2-.gz per year; ,t....,"  the 1gg7 flgure  showed only a moderate increase of  1.32 in  comparlson with  1986 (1).  Most probabry, the rimited  increasie of  transport prices in  1987 in  cornparison with the yearly increrases observed during the previous Jrears, is  a consequence of  the favourable
:::li:l;: 
or the total cos t-q in 1e86 ."a isai- 1Je,e rerating
(1)  A11 general  average
to/fron  D, F,  Nf, and
count r 1e s
figures are related only to  transporE B/L, executed.by  haulier:s of  ali  these
D F I NL BlL A.l1 c .

































































































Avg. +4.2 +2.2 +2.4 +ia. 6 +1.7 +3. 4 +2.O +2.3 +2.7 +2.6 +-2.6
48Pricesquotedbythedifferen!nationalitiesofhauliers
approxirnately fLtlow  the  same trend,  with  two notable
.*."ptions;  D hauliers  seem to  have raised  their  prices
proportionally  more than the  other  European hauliers'  and
pril."  quoted by I  transport  firms  apparently  show a slower
increase  than tirose quoted by the  other  nationalities'  This
has resulted  in  a significani  dispersion  of  the  price  evolution
for  transport  to/fron  D'  where D hauliersr  prices  haver oo
average, increased much more than their  competitorsr  prices;
the  opposite  can be observed for  transport  to/fron  I;  prices
quotui-ty  I  hauliers  have increased much less  than the  prices
of  their  competitors  for  transport  to/ from I'
The importanE increase  of  the  D hauliers t  prices  and the  very
moderateriseofthelPrices,bothexpreSsedinEcU'can
partiallybeexplainedbytheevolutionoftheexchangerateof
both countriesr  national  currencies'  A comparison of  the
indices  in  ECU, shown above, with  the  indices  based on prices
in  the  national  currencies,  as shown in  Table 2'35'  is
thereforenecessary.I^IithregardtoDhauliers,forexample,
we learn  that  they  sti1l  succeea in  raising  their  pT-ices in  DM
on average by L.37" Per year during  the  period  I982-L987'
noLwithstanding the  rlsing  value  of  the  DM'  This  could be an
indication  of  itt.  strong  (ptotected? )  positl-on  of  the  l)
hauliersinthemarket,giventherelativestabilityofthe





analysis.  It  is,  however, remarkable to  observe Ehat NL
haulj-ers  have r  oo average '  not  increased their  prices  in  HFL
during  the  period  concerned, possibly  in  order  not  to
compromise their  market Pouitiott,  taking  account of  the
increasing  val-ue of  the  HFL'  It  should be noted that  NL
hauliers  have, probably  as a result  '  succeeded in  increasing
their  already  very  large  market share in  internati'onal
transport  during  the  period  consldered'
Yearly  evolution  of  average price  indices  Per











































































Avg +1 .3 +4.0 +4. 3 -0. 3 +1.9 +2.3
Table 2.35
49Fig.. ?.6 l|volution of average price indices per nationality of haulier in iatibnal currencies
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Evolution of iverage Price indices
Der Member State and
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( 19Bz = loo )
5li| .8,4  Comparison of  cost  and price  evolution
For D, F,  NL and B/L,  both cost  and prlce:indices  are
available,  so that  a comparison of  the  two series  of  data. is possible.  For this  we refer  to  figure  2.9.
rn  Ecu, only  hauliers  f rom D and B/L have ilpparently  succ,eeded in  keeping the  evolution  of  their  prices  more or  less  tn.Line with  the evolution  of  the  toral  costs.  rn  F and in  NL, tlirere is  a greater  gap between pri.ces and total  costs.
Perhaps it  is  more appropriate  to  study  thei graphs represrrnting the  indices  in  national  currencies.  Here lre see that  D hauliers  show a noderate,  but  constant. rise  in  their  prices,  in line  with  the  increase  of  their  total  costsi.  Furthermore the decrease of  the  costs  in  19g6 has apparentJ-y had no influence on the prices,  which contlnue  to  :rise  steac[ i1y.  on the contrary,  F,  NL and B hauliers  have not  kept  their  prices  i.n line  wlth  the  evolution  of  the  total  costs,  which rose far: more rapidly  than prices  from l. 1. 1982 up ro  l.  1.. 19g6; after 1.1.1986 however, prices  refrect  the  favour:able evolution  of the  total  costs  and have elearly  a tendency,to  stagnate  or  to decrease.
one wonders if  F '  NL and B hauliers  have wi.tnessed a serior.ls decline  of  their  overall  profitability,  because of  the  fac:t that  prices  have not  evolved in  the  same way as total  costs. It  should be emphas,ized, however, that  such. a conclusion  qannot
be drawn as the Mar,ket observation  system does not  provlde: us with  the necessary.indications  relative  to  the evolution  rc, f productivity  in  the  road haulage indusrry  (I).  rt  fa11s outside  the  scoPe o:E this  report  to  study  tlhe relative  na EionaI transport  statistics  that  are  probably avai.Lable in  some countries  and that  r:ould give  an idea  of  prr:ductivity  changes wlthin  the  transporL  sector  during  the  period  concerned (lndicators  about the  utilLzati-on  of  vehicles,  the  size  otF the average f leet  per  f :Lrm, etc. ) .
(1) The only  indieation  about productivity  that  is  provicled by the Market observation  system is  obtained  through  the: transport  inquj.ry  surveys,  when the  opj.nion of  the haullers  is  asli:ed about the  utilizatiorr  of  their  rolJ_1ng stock.  However: the  data obtained  in  this  way are  too generar to  al1ow detailed  conclusions  to  be made on t.he evorution  of  pr:oductivity  1evels  in  the  road haulage indus try .
52F..q. 2.9:  Evolution  of  average prrce  andrces ancl total  costs
,-nol.Jl-pei  natiottirrly  of  traurrer'  rn  ECU and rn
nataonal  currencl-es ffil=  price  indices (1982=1oo)




532.9  TRANSP0RT  INQUTRY suRVEys _ ROAr)
The main 1iP of  the  quarterl-y  surveys among road haulierrs  is  ro collect  within  the  shortest  tine  possible  information  abrrut the changes that  are at  work. in  road ir"rr"port  (EUR-r0, border-crossing  transpor:t,  E and p not  be jlng included  in  the systen).
unlike  real  statistical  figures,  the  ones obtained  throu6;tL these surveys merely reflect  opirriors  and only  indicate  eL trend '  rn  this  anrnual report r  !f€ have only  considered  tLre survey resulrs  obtained  in  19g5, 1996 and Lggr, wnereby,a. sinplification  has been introduced  by calcrulating  a yearry average f igure,  based on the  detailed  quarrEerly data whir:h are published  in  the Mirrket, Devel0pments  reporEs.  Due tc, an interruption  in  the  collection  of  Jata  at  the  beginning.f L987r rlo data are trvailable  for  th;  first  <1ua.r", of  that  year, so it  rdas decided not  to  conpare the  average figures  for  the four  quarters  of  19g5 ana r9b6 with  ih"  averages for  onrSz three quarters  of  L997, trut  to  calculate  also  ther "i.."gus  for  the last  three  quartersi of  1985 and 1gg6, in  oraer-;;  al_1ow €r more direct  comparison tretween similar  periods.
.9.1  Utilization  of  roll.ing  stock
Average balance  of  tion  of  rollin s tock
( figures  represent
indicating  a  "good
indicating  a  ..poor,,
are averages, based
Tab. 2.36
Avg.  1985 Avg.  19B6 Avg.  L987







































































EUR-10 +26 +29 +26 +28 n +2I
the  difference  between  the  Z of  haulie:rs or  very  good"  utiLization  and  the  "l of  those utilization  of  their  verhicles;  all  f ig.,r." on  the  quarterly  surve],resu1ts)
Avg. 4 Q= arithmetical  average for  4 quarters
l:t;"t:::"',:;ri:;i:-".i""i  averase ror rhe rasr 3 quarrers
(o)= due to the non-availability  of  some flgrrres for  the lst and rhe 2nd' qua:rrer of  rggi rc,r-il-rnl  *nd DK, rhese
:l:'tf,:"01f,";":l;:r"'1culated  onrv o" rrre uasis or rhe 3rd
54The higher  the  figures  are'  the  better  the  hauliers  consider
the utilization  oi  their  rofii"g  stock'  We see that  the
Benelux counr.i."  and the  UK + iRL  show the  highest  utilization
indications.  It  must be enphasized h9Y:ttt'  that  only  GR had a
negative  ".'ut"gt 
figure  t:i"ig86-t"a  r987 (meaning that  the
number of  hauliers  indicatin!-;-  "foot"  ut LLization  was higher
than thos.  i"iic'tii"g  a "good or  very  gooa" ut iLization)  '  A11
other  countti;;  show positi;;  average figures  (with  one
exception:  Italy  4 quarter  average for  1985 ) '
The general  irnpression is  that  the  figures  translate  a
decreasing "tlii  zation  f"t'ui-of  the  t'"tticles  from 1986 Eo
Lgg7.  0nly  F shows a sligtrt  improvem.tl-iaoa  GR a "1ess bad"
situation).  one wonders what the  reason i"  for  this  general
negative  utrof t'tiot,  as the  road haulage industry  has increased
its  activiay 
-f 
t*"1  and has expanded 1-t" share in  the  total
transport  market again i1  1t8;  (see Chapter I  ol-this  report)'
It  is,  of  .ot""t,  !o""ib1e  that  the  EurLpean vehicle  f leet
expanded too  quickly  1y::lg-;ht  last  y""t"'  and that'hauliers
are  now experiencing  diffilulties  in  using  their  newly-created
capacity  in  an efficient  t;;:--i;  c,9Y19 t1"o  be an indication
of  the  negarive  inf luenc. 
'oi', air.  vehicle  utilization  through
external  factors '  such as io"g"r  de11{" at  frontiers  '  delays
through more severe conttti"  '"etc  '  Finally  '  it  is'  possible
rhar  many hauliers  have j.;;;ipr"r"a  the  q"L"tion  abour rolling
stock  utilization  in  a roi.-  g.rr"raJ, 
- wa1, giving  their  opinion
on their  overalr  turnove. r-af,.  profitabillty  level '  etc '
These results  certainly  show a general  negative  evolution'
which courd ;t;i;  "  t"itit"t  analysis'  t"p-cia11y  if  the  same
;;;;J  should continue  in  1988'
2.g.2  Recruitment of  drivers
Average % of  firms  having recruited  drivers
(figures  are averages based on quarterly  survey
Table 2.37
Avg.  1987
Avg.  1985 Avg.  1986
4q last  3 a 4Q last  3 a
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55The general  inpression  of  these figures  is  that  the  recruitmenE lever  has remainedr more or  res s  s table  dur:ing the  three_year period  considered here.  0n1y DK seems to  show a yearly decrease of  recruitments  and the  Benelux r:ountries  show a signif  icant  increase  of  the  "a of  recruiting  f irnns f rom 19g6 co L987 '  rt  should be ernphasized that  these data concern a.t1 recruitments  ("replacement"  and ..extension,. recruitments comblned ) .
As the  "replacement" recruitments  1I"  likerly  to  be much higher in  large  haulage firns  than in  smarler  fi*ns,  a comparis.n between the absolute  recruitment  levels  of,the  different countries  would only  p:  meaningful if  the  data courd be r.elated to  the  size  of  the vehicle  f1e!a"-of  the  firms  in  the  survey
:?'iiiSt.ililr'.1;::11"u studv-Jo"" nor rarl wirhin rhe ."oiu
2.9.3  Liquidity  problens
Average Z of  firns
(figures  are avera€ies based on quarterly  survey results)
Table 2.38
Avg.  1985 Avg.  1986 Avg.  L987
4q Iast  3  Q 4Q last  3  Q 4Q last  3  Q
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Duri'ng the  p"t-1:9. otrservett, GR, r,  rRL and .tr hauli.ers  seen to De most faced with  liquidliy  probiens.  Hau.riers from the Benelux countries  app"r""liy  suffer  ress  frr:m these probrens.
The figures  crearry  show an overarr  decrine  of  the  number of f irns  indicaring*_r_iguidity  problens.  o;iy  rhe survey resurrs i;:"3*;,i11";:: t* i"ai""i" an increase or rirns raceJ with
56Aver a firms havin inve s
2.9.4 Inve s tment s
(figures  are  averages
Tabl e 2 .39
based on quarterlY survey results  )
Avg.  f9B5 Avg.  f986 Avg.  L987
4Q last  3 q
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These figures  indi'cate  an overall  rise  in  the  rate  of
investments during  the  thre;:t;;t  period  considered'  Only the
DK survey results  show a a".rL"sini  number of  firms  investing
in  1986 and f987'
ThesedataincludeallinveStments(replacementandextension
investments of  all  kinds  combined)'  As the  replacement
investments 1n vehicles  are-lit.ry  to  be much higher  in  large
f irms  t,han in  srnaller  f irns '  a "otpttison 
between countries






have decreased in  the  road tr",rr"!"  industry  and tlt  number of
investments nas increased,  while  the  overall  level  of
recruitments  (of  drivers)  has remained stable'  The only
disturbing  r,oit  is  the  apparent decrease of  the  degree of
utilizationoftheEuroPeanvehiclefleet,whichroightbean
opinionrbiasedbysolBeexternalfactorsaffectingtheuseof
the  vehicles  (e'g'  delays at  frontiers)  or  rather  the
hauliers'opinion  on the  general  turnover  or  rate  of
profitabilitY  '
The general  trends  are well  expressed in  Figure  2'LO'
Note:  A1 I  data  ref er  to  7" -of  f irms ' 
and
on  the  basi"  of  the  last  3 quarters  of
inl,  DK:  last  2 quarters)'
are  averages  calculated
everY  Yearr  excePt  I,
57Fig.  2.L0:  Sunmarized,
D
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INLAND  I\IATERWAY S
3.1  Introduction
Data  reproduced  in  this  issue  are  statistical  data  from  the
nati.onal  statistical  offices  of  Belgium,  the  Federal  Republic
of  Cermany, France  and  the  Netherlands.  They correspond  to
those  presented  on  the  basis  of  the  Directives  relative  to  the
statistical  statements  on commodity  transport  by  inland
r{aterways  given  to  the  Statistical  Office  of  the  European
Communities  (Eurostat).  The figures  concerning  Rhine  traffic,
including  prices,  I^rere provided  by  the  Central  Rhine
Comui-ssion.  Data  on  cost  and  price  developments  Irrere submitted
by  the  Institut  pour  1e Transport  par  BaEellerie  (ITB-Brussels)
and by  the  Economic Bureau  for  Road and Waterway Transport
(EBW-Rijswijk).  Other  data  coneerning  France  were  provided  by
the  Office  National  de  1a  Navigation  (0NN-Paris).  The figures
for  Table  3.16  were  provided  by  IVR-Rotterdam.
The contents  of  chapter  3  can  be  summari-zed  as  follows:
3.1  Introduction
3.2  International  traffic  by  relation
3.3  Domestic  traffic
3.4  Traffic  vith  third  countries
3.5  Total  traffic  on  Community network
3.b  Inland  waEerway transport  by  market
3.7  Inland  hraterway  transport  by  flag
3.8  Fleet  development  and  overcapaci  t y
3.9  Transport  inquiry  survey  and waiting  days
3.10  Cost  and  price  indices
593.2  International  in,Land waterway tranqport  oq a
ffi5-uasis
Table  3.1  presents  tonnage figures  for  1986 and
rates  for  each bi-1ateral  relation.
1967 and gr:owth
Table  3. 1 Inlancl  waterways :  tonneq carried  r  internationa-[
intra-Comnunity  traffic  ('000  tonnes)
TO
FROM
D F NL B L
Total
































































































































five  l"lember States'
Inland  waterways
( | 000 tonnes )
national  traffic  EUR-5
NST D F NL B L
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TotaL 1987 6L346 286L6 90L7 4 21988 t1
Total  1986 6s063 297 47 82609 20845 23
Growth rate  % -5.7 -3.8 +9 .2 +5. 5 -.52 .2
The divergency  between  the  Dutch  and  German national  inland
waterway  transPort  market  has  once  again  grown in  L987 '  In
I983  the  same, 7o mio.t,  both  markets  had a  contradictory
development  "ir,"e 
then,  which  ended with  a  Dutch  domestic
transport  market  being  one  third  bigger  than  the  German market
in  1987.  The decreases  of  the  previous  years'  -2.8%  in  1986
and-2.57"inl9B5ontheBelgianmarke!,havecometoanend.
The Belgian  domestic  transPort  market  shows in  1987 an  increase
of  5,5%.  For  the  French  market. no  turning  point  could  be
observed.  It  went  further  down with  3'8%'
6l3.4 Traffic  with  rhird count ries
The present edition  of  the  annuaL report  includes  for  the  first tine  data concerning the  exchanges bi  inland  waterways be:tr{reen third  countries  anr:l Menber states .  iable  3.3 providi:s information  on the  traffic  from and to  switzerland  arrd Aurstria, as well  as State-t:rading  countries.
The waterway traff:lc  between l"lenber states  and third  countries is  rather  linited:Ln  comparison with  national  and interniltional traf f ic  as a who1e.  rt  is  carried  out  at  :[our points:
Basel (F  CH border)  Rhine
Passau (D  A bor:der )  Danube
Schnackenburg (D  GRD border)  Mitrellanctkanal
RUhen (D  GDR border)  Elbe
Furthermore, one shrould make a clear  distircrction  between ingoing  traffic  andl outgoing  traffic.  rn  the  first  case,  Ehe European state-trad.ing  countries  generate  igi3"l of  the  tota. l,  and in  the  second case onry  '.L27". within  this  ie;roup, the  f irs t p1?9e is  occupied by the  GDR, the  only  eoun cry  to  exceed ia one rnillion  tonne vo1um.e.
rngoing (26"1) and outgoing  traf  f ie  (7 4y") sSow a signif  icanr inbalance in  the  foreign  irade  by rdaterways of  the  Member states'  This  is  nainly  due to  the Rhine e>.ports towards switzerland  which represent  go"l of  outgoing  traf  f ic  and a-Lmos t 667" of  total  traffic  with  third  countri.".
Ingoing  and  outgoing  flows  with third  countrier; Table 3.3:
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3090 -L .7 82 .9 L47 8 )1299 -L2. I 1:2.0
37 25 -6.5 100.0 9851 10791 +9. 5 100.0
623.5  Total  traffic  on Community network
Table 3.4:  Natlonal  and international  Eransport activlty  by
network ( | 000 tonnes )











































87 /83  % -2 .3 -r4.5 +L2 .3 +4.4 -4 .2 +2 .7
Growth rate
87 lg6  "I -3.6 -3.3 +1.1 -0.4 -5 .3 -0.5
*  EUR 5:  Import + export  *  national  transport **  EUR 5:  Total  national  transport  + total  export
During the  period  1983-L987 the  total  activity  improved by
2.77". But one must take  into  account that  1983 is  considered to
be the ldorst year  in  the  history  of  inland  rsaterway
transportation.  Nevertheless,  the  French market was reduced by
14.52 since  1983 and in  t-kn  it  went down even further  (22.17").
A11 relations  show a reduction  in  both  tonnes and in
tonne-kilometres  in  comparison with  the  previous  year,  with  the
exception  of  NL in  tonnes (+L.L"l).  So, L987 was not  a good
year  for  the  inland  waterhray transport  market.
(e)
63Table 3.5:  National  and international  activitlr*  by network
(nio  t-kn)
(*)  activity  = inport  + export  *  national  + transit
distances  as far  as covered within  the  l"lember
States
N.B.:  As the nationerl  statistics  used in  table  3.5  take  into
account only  the  distances  as far  as covered in  the
Member States,  one must be careful  with  the
interpretatiorr  by country.  For instanqe,  a rnajor por:t
llke  Antwerp i.s very  close  to  the  Duteh border,
therefore  an i.ncrease of  exports  from Antwerp to  NL +  D
will  contribut,e  very  1ittle  to  the  Be l"glan transport:
statistics  but nuch more to  the  Dutch.








































87 / Al  "/. +1.3 -22,, L +5. 1 +2.5 N N
Growth rate
87 /A6  % -4 .7 -5,, 1 -r .7 -2 .0 N N
643.6  Inland  waterway tlanspqrt  by market
3.6.1  Introduction
Intra-Community  inland  ltaterway  transPort  can basically  be




0n account  of  relatively  good hydraullcs^recorded  on the  Rhine
over  the  year, 
- 
i;-;."  po"iible  to  load  100% on the  Rhine over  a
long  period  of  the  yeai  as  ls  shown in  figure  3'1'  However'
the  traff  ic  t"gi"terea  a decline  of  3'L'/" from one year  to  the
next,  due partially  to  the  harsh winter  of  1986/87'  already
refeired  tt,  which disturbed  the  rcaterrtay transport  over
several  weeks.  Figure  3'l  glves  a picture  of  the  water  level
on the  Rhine Ln  LggT 0n the  scale  oi  Kaub and Ruhrort.  The
white  parts  t.f..".,,t  periods  with  restrictions'  of  whlch'  in
Lg87, there  were hardlY  any'
About  757" of  all  i_ntra-community traffic  by inland  waterways
goes by the  Rhine.  Moreov"tr-tit"  Rhine-p1ays an lmportant  role
in  the  interior  transPort  of  the  Netherlands,  the  Federal
Republic  of  Germany and,  to  a lesser  extent'  France'  Table  3'6
shows the  development in  tonnes and tonne-kllometres  of
traditional  Rhi-n! traffic  (i'e'  total  traffic  crossing  the
DuEch/German border  at  Emmeri'ch/Lobith  and the  trafflc  above
thisborderlncludingSwitzerland)frorntheyear1983.A
speclal  reference  has been made to  the  year  L979 because that
year  is  considered  by the  CCR as the  last  year  with  a  sound
transPort  market '
Tab1e3.6:TraditionalRhlnetraffic('000tonnesandmiot-ku)
| 000
t onne s differ.
g r owth
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65The trausport  v'lume  of  the  Rhirre I s tradit.ionar  traf  f i"c wenr down from r94.3 nio.t  to  lgg.0  mio.t  in  Lgg7.  so,  in  spiter of relatively  good hydraulics  recorded on the  Rhi.ne over  tire  )/ear, the decline  reached almost 3.32 from one y*ar  to  the  next;  this is  partially  duer to  the  harsh winter  of  LgrJ6 / 19g7 which cierarry disturbed  the w.terway transport  over sever:a1 weeks.
During the  period  1979-r987 the  tonnes carr:ied  by waterways decreased by 18 nio.r  showing a decrine  of  g.3y..  After  tblv, which was the best year  f or  the  Rhine rilaterrday traf f ic,  wi Eh the exception of  1974 which constltuted  the highest  record  ever registered,  the  decrease has been practica.l 1y continuous with the exceprion of  I984 and 19g6.
In  tonne-kilometres,  the  development over  :Ehe last  few years has been less  dramatic .  In  LggT ,  the  decl:Lne of  3.g"1 contributed  to  returning  the  traffic  to  the  LgTg 1eve1.
rf  the  traffic  on the  Dutch part  of  the  RhiLne is  added to  the traditional  Rhine traffic,  one gets  the  results  for  total  Ithine traffic.
Tot,al Rhine traf f ic  ( | 000 tonrres )
Figure  3. I
Po$ibilitaid'utili8rion  d. ta alc
Aqd6rungsdglichkcit
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3.8  below Presents
the  Rhine bY bilate
a repartition  of  the  volunres
ral  intra-CommunitY
Intra-CommunitY
( I 000 tonnes )
Rhine traffic  by bilateral  relation












NL 68555 27 09
B 8861 88r 8598 3i 18371
646
L 595 0 U 5r
Total 869 64 6358 38260 27L94 7L4  [  159490
The traffic  registered  at  the  Dutch/German  border  at
Emmerich/Lobith  is  another  particularly  significant  indicator
of  the  level  of  activity  of  the  international  Rhine
navigation.Tables3.gand3.l0presentaseparateanalysisof
the  iraffic  by commodity Sroup and by direction'
International  Rhlne traffic  passing  Emmerich/Lobith
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67Table 3. 10 International
downstream  ( t Rhine traffi.c  passing Emmerich/Loblth
000 tonnes)
Connodity group 1986 L987 Dif :Eer. Growth "l
0.  Agrieultural  products
1.  Articles  of  food and
fodder
2.  Coal
3.  Oi1 products
4.  Ore
5.  Steel  products
6.  Sand, gravel
7.  Fertilizer
8.  Chenical products









































Total 44293 447 L2 +4".19 +1 .0
rn  traffic  development one should differentlate  between downstream and upstream traffic.  The upstream transport,  two thirds  of  the  tota1,  reached a relativeiy  high  figure  in  r9g6 (92'5  nio.r).  This  felr  to  g7.g mio.r  in  Lgg7,, thus  showtng :r decline  of  5.L7(.  One should note  in  this  case the  consequences of  the downturn in  the  steel  industry,  ana ther:efore  in  ore a'd metal waste'  !h.  most inportant  commodity group,  al0ng with petroleum products of  the  upstream transport.  Transport  of NST 4 shows a decrease by r.r  mio.t  (-3.2y").  siince iglg,  rhisi loss  has amounted to  4.9 nio. t  (-L2.6y.).  The petroleum products traf f ic  decreased by 2.4 nio.i  r'  LggT (g.o"r) ,  af ter the decline  by 4.7 nio.E  (22--o"r) recorded the  previous  year.
on downstream traf f ic  however, a slight  increasre by L.oz  f or  i:r transport  volume of  44.".1 mio . t  was recorded.  sirnd and gravel (NST 6) which generates 47"r of  the  traf f ic,  dec:reased by 0.6 mio.t  (2.92).  The other  significant  commodity groups for  thi' stream either  remain stable  or  show a slight  lncrease  hrlth  tht: exception of  coar transport  (Nsr 2)  whlch decreased by  L4.52 (-0.5  nio.t)  and carrieir  on the  decline  which began several years earlier  (-3.4  mio"t,  that  is  . 55-6"/. in  "orri..i"""  with L97e).
683.6.3  North-South
The North/South market consists  of  a network of  rivers  and
canals weS! of  the  Rhine between the  Netherlands,  Belgium and
France.Theuarketsituatj-onchangedduringthepreviousyear
as follows;  the  total  of  48r300'OO.!ol1:s  in  L986 decreased
by  2rO"/" ending up rcith  a toial  of  47'343'00 tonnes in  19ti7'
Tofollowtheevolutionofthistrafficthisreportshowsthe
average number of  waitings  days on the  bourse '  On the




reason r^7hy waiting  time  on bourses is  cons idered  to  be the  best
indicator  of  the  activities  on that  parE of  the market '  rn
LggT each relation,  with  the  exception  of  the  B/NL relation'
shows an increase  of  the  yearly  average in  number of  waiting
days.
.3  and Table 3.18 of  this
prices  of  the  North/South For opinions  and waiting  days see 3..9
r"po.L.  For an analYsis  of  cost  and
market see 3. I 0.5 of  this  rePort '
693.7  Inland  waterway trilnsport  by f lag_
sufficient  data is  not  yet  availa.ble  in  or<ler to  be able  to determine the  share of  the  fleet  of  each o:[ the  Member States in  inland  waterway transport  in  Lg87. Therefore,  data  from  19g6 (1),  based on tonnes carried,  are  presente<l here in  order: to give  an insight  into  traffic  on ur"tt  of  the  inland  watervray transport  markets.
3.7 .I  Fla s ha re s o n na t l_onal and international  ;narkets
rn  table  3.11 flag  shares are given  for  nat,ionar  and international  transport,  ingoing  and outgo.ing traffic  and. total traffic,  including  transit  traffic  of  nelg:iui/Luxembourg, the Federal Republic of  Gernany, France and thr: Netherlands.  rn addition  to  the  traffic  shares of  each coun.try the  share is given  f or  other  carriers  "  under this  headir:g vessels  of  srpiss and Eastern bloc  nati.onal-ities  are  the  mosl! important.
Table 3.11 Inland  watersays;  natlonal  and lnternational  trlrfflc  in olo  t-kn,  share by natlonallry  of  Ehe veggel,  lltE6  (U )
Ne t-
grork
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fleet  rs  9]-ven'
3.8.1  Total  fleet
Table3.L2sttowsthesizeofthetotalfleetofalllvtember
States-Innumberofvesselsandcarryrngcapacltybetween
l. l.  1979 and I. I. 1988 '
Table3.l2Fleetdevelopments:totalfleetrnnumberofvessels
















































































In  LIBT rhe  capacity  of  the  fleet  went down slrghtly  (-l'03)'
whrch brought the  capacrty  to  the  level  of  -4'8?. compared t.o
L979.
7l3.A.2 Rhine fleer
Tabl-e 3.I3  DeveJ_opment
and carryrng
of  the  Rhine fleet  try number of  ves;sels capacrty  (' ooo tonn,es)
Tabre 3.r3  presentsr the  si-tuation  of  the  Rl'ine freet  -  rn number of  vessels  and carrying  capacity  -  at  various  dat.es, 1n general and by flag'.































































































(:)  Swrss fleet  rnctuded (')  Levet l. t. t9g6
t2Table 3.14  FIag shares of  the  Rhine fleet

















The part  of  the  total  fleet  wj-th a Rhine certificate  tras
considerably  rncreased since  L979.
Numerous shtpowners, especrally  in  the  Netherlands,  tselgium and
Germany have askeO for  anO obtained  a Rhrne certifl-cate  (see
Taole 3.15 ).
Table 3.I5  part  of  the  total  fleet  with  a Rhrne certrficate
in  tonnes

















Table 3.16 presents  a recent  annual development of  the  Rhl-ne
fleet  according to  orj-grn of  change: new burlding,  demolishing,
selli-ng  anO buying abrOad, new or  expired  Rhine certifrcates  l-n
the  year  1987.
73Scrapping: The b,alance ot  new buiJ-drng and scrapprng was, for
the  total  of  the  Rhrne fleet  rn  1987, -9O,a123 tonnes.  Most was
scrapped from the  Dutch fleet  (L94,423 tonnes)  foflowed  by  Uhe
German fleet  (7I,085  tonnes).  BeJ-grum and Switzerland  had ,a
posrtJ-ve balance l-.e.  more shrps were built  than demoltshect.
73 newly built  sJhrps jorned  the  .Rhine fleet  of  whj_ch 24 wer,e
motorvessels,  2l  shrps for  lrquid  cargo ancl 27 push barges.
Thj-s amount, 2l  'uankers of  a totial  of  73, :.s rel_atively  higlh
but  can be explained as an aftermath  of  thel high  prrce  for
liquid  cargo tralisport  rn  85/86.
Chanqe of  flag:  ,Although the  total  Rhrne fl.eet  has a-l_most
not  altered  as a result  of  imports  and exports,  the  interna.L
changes beth/een the  several  fleels  \^/ere consrderable on that
point.  More than 50 ships hrent from the  Bel.,gj-an and Swiss f,.Leet
to  the  Dutch f .l-er:t.
2LLr827 tonnes hr(lre added to  the  Rhrne fleer.t as a result  of,
exrsting  shrps gettrng  a Rhrne certifrcate.  Thi-s emphasj_zes
the  fact  that  the  different  markets (nnine,  N./S, domestic) are
Irnked  together  and that  the  problem of  overcapacity  can
only  be solved  i-:E the  r.nland waterway translport  market i_s
treateO as one unrt.
The total  of  the  Rhrne fleet  went down rn  Ll)87 with  45 shipr;
havrng a carrying  capacity  of  163,616 tonnes.
lldo-te 3.16  Breakoown RhrnefLeeL  oeve-toLi,ents 1987 in  tonnes and number of  shacs
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(-38) -4s,0r6 (-2t 1 -2g,srt (242) ).A8,882 (eo) 97,77r 0 (-s)  -9, sat (262) t!.Lr,az7
Tota I
balance (-rs2 )-87,08O (-27 )  -r9,247 (e6) 218,303 ( 65 )  92,337 -9 (-27 ',t -4O ,694 (-45 )-1.53,616
743.8.3  Overcapacrtv
A structural  rmbalance between supply and demand ls  causlng
serl-ous problems in  inlano  hraterway transport  rn  the  Communl-ty
today.
There rs  nothing  new about this  overcapacrtyi  l-t  has been
observed on and off,  with  varying  intensaty,  over the  Iast  ten
years.  However, a seraes of  Lndicators,  such as the  growing
queue of  vessels  a\^rartLng cargo,  journey  tl-mes and fast-fallrng
rates  suggest that  over the  last  few years structural
overcapacj-ty has become partrcularly  severe (see table  3.fB  and
Fig.  3.4) .
There are many reasons for  thj-s  srtuation.  Beyond doubt,  the
most Lmportant is  the  ctrangrng pattern  of  demand on the  inland
waterway market.  The combined effect  of  the  contractl-on of  the
coal  l-ndustry,  the  steel  crisis,  the  decline  l-n the  buj--l-dl-ng
industry  and t.he switch  t.o new sources of  energy has greatly
depressed the  rnland  waterways.  Against  this,  the  upturn on a
few other  markets,  such as in  container  transPort,  has been too
smalI to  offset  these traffrc  losses.  In  addition,  the
undertakl-ngs themselves have made wrong decisj-ons and misplaceO
l-nvestments, either  because they have not  been fully  informed
about the  markets and market trends  or  beeause of
over-optLml-strc interpretation  of  the  economl-c forecasts.
Overcapacrty rs  partl-cularly  marked in  the  fleets  of  the  l"lember
StaLes with  lrnked  rnland  waterway networks -  BeIgrum, France,
Germany, Luxembourg and the  Netherlands.  It  is  difficult  to
quantlfy  the  rmpact of  the  current  overcapacrty,'  frgures  from
the  rndustry  and the  Ivtember states  concerned suggest that
surplus  capacrty  is  now about 20* of  the  combrnecl tonnage of
these five  countrtes'  fleets.
srnce it  is  beyono the  means of  the  rnland  waterway rndustry  to
reduce this  structural  overcapacity  by rtself  ,  the  l'lember
States  concerned have taken measures to  remedy the  problem,
based, inter  alra,  on the  1968 Commissron recommendatron on the
sub3ect (1).  National  schemes to  scrap inland  waterway vessels
have been conducted in  Belgium, France,  Germany and the
Netherlands.  Since L969, when the  German scrappLng scheme
started,  these measures -  varying  in  length,  aims and success
have removed around 9,4OO vessels with  a deadweight capacrty
of  over 4 millj-on  tonnes from the  inland  waterway transPort
market.  since  the  onset of  the  latest  crrsis  in  1980 a total
of  2,23O vessels with  a combrned deadweight capacity  of  around
i  mrll-j-on tonnes have been scrapped.  Scrapping schemes are
still  operative  in  Germany and the  Netherlands,  and France has
a government programme for  buying vessels  (for  scrapping in
L987 see table  3.f 6,  Polnt  1).
(f)  Commrssion Recommenclation  of  31 July  1968 to  the  Member
States  on structural  imprOvements to  the  market J-n the
carrrage  of  goods by in-l-and !,raterway (o.r uo L  2I8,
4. 9. 1986 )
75Despj-te the  large  number of  vessels  scrapped, the  post-l98cl
national  scrapping schemes have fa:-Ied  to  mal(e sufficient
inroads  into  structural  overcapacity.  The prrimary reason .has
been the persistent  clecline  in  demand combinr:rd with  the  ent.:ry
into  servlce  of  new, more productive  capacit;y', partrcularly
between L978 and 1981.  Secondly, the  modern:izatlon of
transport  and handlinrg technology and improvr:rments  to  the
inland  waterway infrastructure  in  recent  yearr"s have boosted
vessel performance wi.thout any proportionate  grohrth r-n
traffic.  One other  important  factor  is  the  .[ong service  li,fe
of  the  vesseJs: in  several  cases, vessels  overr 60 years old  are
still  taking  a share of  the  traffic.  As a re,sult,  the  flee'c
can only  slowly  sheo capacity.  Consequently, scrapping  scttemes
are neected to  allow  f:aster  adjustment of  supply to  demand.
Two other  factors  hel.p to  explain  the  farlurr:r  of  the  post-Il980
scrapping schemes to  end structural  overcapacrity.  Firstlyr  the
programmes have not  breen synchronrzed in  eve:r'y Member State
concerned.  Given the  lack  of  any firm  divid:rng-lj-ne  betwee:n
the  natl-onal rnland  h/aterway networks,  the  result  has been 'Lhat
overcapacr-ty in  the  countries  \^/j.thout a scralt,ping scheme has
cancelled  out  some of: the  gains made elsewhe:r"e.  Secondly,  'Etre
national  scrapprng schemes drd too  little  to  curb  new
investment in  the  vessel  categories  sufferrng  fronr
overcapacitfr  whrle  a scrappr-ng scheme was inL operatr-on.
To take  account of  threse fast  two factors  andt raprdly  reducre
structura]  overcapacity,  the  Commj-ssion has rrrade a proposal  for
a Councrl regulatj-on  on structura.L  improvements in  inland
waterway transport  (f ) .
The Commrsslon propos,es a tb/o-part  system entailing:
(r)  measures to  coordinate  the  national  scrapping schemes lcy
harmonizing som€ of  the  basj-c principles  and procedures
throughout the  Community;
( rr)  arrangements to  prevent  the  impact of  a coordinated
scrapping scheme from being cancelled  wl:ile  it  is  stil.L  in
operation  by the  bringing  rnto  service  o,f extra  vessel:s"
The system proposed is  based on natronal  scrapping  funds,  some
already  in  place,  others  yet  to  be set  up,  rn  the  l{ember States
particularly  concerned with  rnland  h'ater\^ray transport.
National  scrapping funds wrII  operate in  the  lvlember States
whose inland  hraterways are  li-nked to  those of  another  Membe::
State  and if  t.he tonnage of  Lts  fleet  is  aborre 1O0,O00 tonnes.
Belgium, France, Germany and the  Netherlands are partrcularJLy
concernect.  The Luxembourg  authoritles  wrlI  not  t-ntroduce  a
special  scrapping fund for  therr  small  fleet"  Instead,
Luxembourg carrr-ers wrII  be requl-red to  regisrter  wLth one o:E
the  other  funds of  their  chorce.
(1 )  Colvl(88)lf1 fina.l-
76The same treatment  can be extencled t.o any rnland  hratervyay
undertakings  from Member states  other  than these five  which
carry  goods on the  inl-and hraterways linking  the  five.  They too
shourd be required  to  contribute  to  one of  the  scrapping funds
set  up.
The public  autttorrties  in  the  l"lember St'ate where the  scrapping
fund l-s set  up wilr  admrnister  the  fund,  wLt.h t.he resources at
their  dj-sposal.  Each Member State  concerned will  involve  the
organrzations  representl-ng inland  hraterway carriers  rn  its
country  in  the  adminrstration  of  its  fund.
The second part  of  the  Commrssion's proposal  consists  of
measures to  curb investment in  extra  vessels  in  the  course of
the  coordr-nated scrapping scheme.  However, in  order  to  avoLd
total-Iy  blockrng  access (for  nehr entrants)  to  the  inland
hraterway transport  market or  pJ-acing a quota on fleetsr  ds a
general  rule  the  "ol-d for  new" system could be used.  This
rmplres that  during  the  coordrnated scrapping scheme's life,
carriers  who wish to  brrng  into  service  extra  capacity  (whether
newly-built  vessels,  vessels  from non-Community countrres  or
vessels  from waterways not  covered by the  Regulati-on) would;
(a)  erther  have to  scrap tonnage equivalent  to  the  new vessel
\^/Lthout, hov'rever, recei-vrng the  scrapping premLumi
(b)  ot,  rf  they  decide not  to  scrap tonnage, have to  pay a
special  contribution  into  the  fund.
In  cases of  seriousr  persi-stent  structural  overcapacitlr  the
tonnage to  be scrapped (a)  and the  special  contributj-on  (b)
could be rncreased to  up to  double the  orl-ginal  value.
In  addr-tion,  Member States must refraj-n  from grantl-ng aid  to
strmulate  investment rn  additional  capacity  during  the  lj-fe  of
the  coordinated  scrapping scheme.  The Commission shall  watch
the  sr-tuatr-on rn  the  course of  exercising  its  competence by
vr-rtue of  article  93 of  the  Treaty.  It.  wil-l  make a declaration
on thrs  questron when the  Council- adopts the  Regul-ation.
773.9  Transport  inquiry  survey and_ waiting  days
3 .9. I  Introduc tion
The results  of  the  opinion  surveys carried  out  among waterway
operators  on the  Rhine and. the  North/ South network givr:  an
insight  into  the  effects  of  the  economic depression on the
inland  waterway sector.
On the Rhine, these surve)'s are  carried  out  by the  CenEral
Rhine Commission  among 2L shlprownirng eompani.es and cooperatj-ves
of  private  operators.
On the  North/South market,  the  InsLitut  pour: 1e Transport  par
Batellerie  (ITB-Brussels)  and the  Economic Ilureau for  road and
naterrilay transport  (EBW-Rijswijk)  collect  irrformation  from
among a panel of  owner/operators and shipowners on behalf  ol:
the Comuission.  The Of f ice  Nationirl  de la  llavigation
(ONN-Paris) also  supplies  important  information.
3.9.2  Rhine
The Rhine  traffic  based on  tonnes  started  the  year  with  a
rather  poor  f irst  guarter  (-5,'L"l)  .  This  neEiative  deve Iopmr:nt
intensified  very  clearly  i.n  the  second quarter'  since  Ehe
decrease  reached  L3.97".  llhe  decreasing  trend  in  Rhine  trai[f  ic
changed in  the  third  quarter  and  it  was pos$ible  to  record  €l
growth  rate  of  8.3"1 in  the  f ourth  quarter.  The total  balance
of  opinions  on  transport  benefit  and utiliz:ttion  of  capacitilr
published  in  the  quarterly  reports  in  the  market  developnent
clearly  show this  development  which  is  confirmed  by  Lhe
quarterly  st.atistics  below.











































L9 4348 L87955 -3. 3 38187 367:r4 -3. 9
7ti3.9.3
In  t-km,  trends  are  accentuated  in  the  case of  increases  and
Cecreases.  The increase  recorded  in  the  fourth  quar:ter
(+L4.47" in  comparison  with  the  corresponding  period  in
1986)is  explained  by  the  fact.  that  the  low water  lerrels  which
had disturbed  the  long-distance  transport  conveyed by
nid-Rhine  in  the  preceding  year  did  not  prevail  again  in
r987.
The freight  rates  remain at  a very  low  level  and diat not
benefit  this  year  from a period  of  low water.  The persistent
fa11  in  prices,  especlally  in  tankshipping,  indicate  that  Ehe
recovery  of  the  fourth  quarter  did  not  cause a real  increase
in  the  freight  rates;  this,  and the  lack  of  prospects  for  a
lasting  growth  in  the  different  comrnodity groups  tr€rnsported
by Rhine rdaterways, constitute  factors  which  justify  the  lack
of  optimisro 1n the  future  for  the  contractors  in  thiLs
economic sector.
NorthlSouth
Waiting  time  on the  bourses is  one of  the  best  indicators  of
activity  on the  North/South  markets  for  day bulk  cargo.
On thae  regulated  part  of  the  North/South  market  where there
is  a flxed  price  the  balance  or  inbalance  between demand of
transport  and the  capacity  available  is  reflected  irr  more or
less  waiting  time  on the  bourses,  in  contrast  with  the  free
market where the  price  is  the  reflection  of  the  balance
between demand and supply.
Transport  of  oil  products
The same applies  for  sand
the  Net.herlands and for  a
the  NL/B relation.
is  free  from  bourse intervention.
and gravel  transport  origli-nating  i-n
number of  large  bulk  tran$ports  on
Table  3.18  shows the  evolution  of  waiting  days by traffic
relation.
For  the  yearly  average in  each relation  the  year  L9tl7 isn't
very  much different  from  the  previous  year,  which means that
the  market  situation  has not  improved.  For  some reLations
even the  contrary  is  true.  For,  with  the  exception  of  the
g/NL relation,  each relation  shows a slight  increase  of  the
yearly  average in  number of  waiting  days.  The F/B +  NL
relaE.ion  again  established  in  1987 a record  in  the  downward
trend  and went from  25.8  days in  1986 to  27.8  days :Ln L987.
The general  feellng  of  the  transPorters  about  the  m;rrket
situatlon  (balance  of  opinions  on demand utilization  of
capacity  and forecast  of  actlvity)  which was sti1l  moderately
optirnistic  in  198(i, changed rapidly  in  the  beginning  of  L987 ' when the  results  of  the  inland  waterway transport  activity
did  not  match the  expectations.  During  the  flrst  quarter  of
1987 nost  of  the  fleet  was temporarily  immobllized  as  a
result  of  the  severe  frost  in  January.  The second quarter
was characterized  as a period  with  favourable  weather
conditions  which  allowed  all  ships  to  load  to  their  maximum
capacity.  As the  demand for  transPort  stayed  the  same, fewer
ships  were needed, which had a negatlve  effect  on the  freight
price  on the  free  market.  So ships  turned  from  the  free
market  to  the  regulated  narket  which was already  struggling
with  overcapacity.
79Mded to thls was the fact that on the F/B+NI relation all  ships returne<l
from France enpty, and even French ships could get no r:eturn load'  It
will  become clear that the first  half of 1987 was ratherr bad for the N/S
lnland navigation market. During the thlrd quarter no improvement was
observed. The normal seasonable collapse of economic :tctivity  during thr:
holiday perlod nade things even worse.
Ihe fourth guarter was considered to be reasonable. During that period
the demand for transport went up but it  ltas not until  the end of the yea:r
that some improvements became evident.  These improvements, plus the
favourable weather conditi,ons, made the opinions about the first  quarter
of  1988 less pessinistic.
Table 3.18
Affiterly  average of waiting days in international N/S traffic  by traffi',c
relation

































































































































































803.10  Cost and price  indj_ces
Cost and price  indices  were presented for  the  first  time  in the  Annuar Report 1983. rn  l9g4 the  system was furrher
developed. In  1985 minor J-mprovements  were made.
All  indrces  are on the  basis  1.1.1979 = 100.  This  year  hras
chosen by the  CCR as a base year  for  Rhine market observation,
because it  is  considered to  be the  latest  year with  equilibriunr
bethreen supply and demand.
some of  the  tabl,es and graphs that  are  summarized and
analyzed here,  have already  been presented rn  the  quarterly
reports  N" 26 and 28.
3.10.1  Methodoloqy
Cost developments are presented by means of  inctrces,  based on
detailed  cost  calculations  and for  the  goods transport  with
drfferent  shiptypes  on transport  relatrons  within  the  EC area
that  are relevant  for  the  shrp type  in  questron.
The calcul-atrons  per  transport  relatLon  are carrj-ed out
separately  for  a ship  of  each nationarity,  as long  as the
ship  type  forms a substantral  part  of  that. nation's  fleet.
$ogt_rgdgces_are calculared  for  four  shiprypes  :
ships having a carrying  capacity  of  350 tonnesi
ships having a carryi_ng capacj_ty of  600 tonnesi
ships traving a carrying  capacity  of  12OO tonnesi
pusher units.
When the  previous  reports  were presented,  cost. i-nformatron
for  pusher units  was not  yet  available.  Ttrese cost  .indices
were therefore  based on the  costs  of  big  motorvessers
(22OO tonnes).  Ttre results  of  a detailed  study on costs  of
pusher units  became available  in  1985.  The corrected  resul-ts
over the  period  1979-1985 are  included  in  the  graptrs and
tables  presented in  the  annual reports  since  f985.
The total  costs  of  a ship  move are divided  into  the  following
mal-n categorJ_es i
I )  labour  cosr
2)  capital  cost
3 )  fuel  cost
4)  other  costs
Only fuel- cost  is  treated  as a variabJe  cost.  The other
categorl-es are regarded as fixed  costs.  The annuat fixed  costs
are divided  by the  annuar operating  hours;  different  annuar
operating  hours are  assumed for  eactr ship  type.  The specific
ship  move is  ttren ctrarged for  the  costs  per  operating  hour,
multiplied  by the  roral  Iength  of  rhe rrip  rimes.
8lThe following  figures  are  in  use for  the  anrrual operatl-ng
hours for  eactr shiP tYPe:
A:  350 tonnes  3,400 hours
B:  600 tonnes  3,500 trours
C:  l, 200 t-onnes  3, 600 hours
D: push barge convoy -  7 
'2OA hours
on waiting  clays the  following  assumptions we're made :
Rhine, sand/gravel- Nl/S:  1' daY
N/s:  I0  days
The informataon ls  cOllected  twace a year,  cfn I  January an'X
l  JuIy.
Price  indices  for  the  Rhine are  collected  b:r the  CCR i.n
cooperation with  the  Arbe.itsgeneinschaf  t.  l[he data  are
provided by 22 transport  organizat.ions,  which consist  of  nost
of  the big  shipowner compirnies and some cooperatives  of  small
operators.  These o::ganizations  are  respons:[b1e f or  50 to  60"A
of  the  total  tonnage moveri.
Price  indices  for  internat.ional  North-South traffic  are
Eofr6cf.a uy-sBw-(n-:iTswlJtf ana Trs Tsiussel;); -rE'e
inf ormation is  obta:Lned f rom both shippers  irnd transporters.
Sone 200 nainly  sma.rLl transport  firms  provide  information  for
this  part  of  the ma:cket observation  system.
3.10.2  Overall  cost  development by market ( in  ECU)
After  Lhe fa11 of  o:11 prices  at  the  end of  :1985 and  in  the
beginning of  1986 frrel  costs  stayed more or  less  at  the  s:lme
1eve1, no longer  doninating  the  development of  the  total
costs.  Labour costs  and other  costs  are  st.[11 steadily
growing cost  components.  Consequently tota.[  costs  have
increased simultaneously.
These "other  costs"  represent  nainly  services  provided  to  the
transporter,  such as repairs,  maintenance, lPort f ees,
insurance,  etc.
82Figure  3.2  Overall  cost
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3.10.3 Total  cost development  bv flag  in  national  currency
If  costs are monltored r-n national  curr€DClr signrficant
differences  appear between cost developments  by flag,  marnly
due to  differences  in  inflatj-on  rates  rn the period
L979-L984. However, in  1986 the evolution  in  aII  l"lember
States concerned  was about the  same, that  is,  a decrease of
total  costs ouring the frrsL  three quarters and an upgorng
l-j.ne rn the last  quarter of  1986 and the fi-rst  guarter of
L9a7.  Later on ttre total  costs stabilrzed  for  the
Netherlands at  134.  For the other countri-es total  costs htent
up further  but less  strongly  than before.
Fj-qure 3.3 Overall cost indi-ces in  national  currency
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1980 198 1 1982 1984 1985  1986  1987  1988However, there is  a seeond factor  that  has to  be taken into
account. Reduced load factors imply that  more s;hips are
needed to keep the norrnal cargo fIOw going. So an increase in
demand is  felt  j-n the market whj-ch causes a further  upwaro
pressure on prices.  ConsequentJY, not only prices per tonne,
but also revenues per trip  will  90 uP -  althoulth to  a much
Iesser degree -  in  such periods.
In figure  3.4 price  inclices per triP  and per tonne are
presented for  dry anct J.iquid cargo anct comPared to  the
evolution of  costs in  Ithine traffi.c  as a whole,,
The cost/prrce ratj-o ol[ L979 has been chosen as: the reference
poj-nt, because this  year j-s consj-dered as a year with
equilj-brium between dernand and supply on the Rhine market.
Fiqure 3.4 Cost and pr:Lce developmenLs for  Rhitre traf fic  in  ECU
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One can clearly  see the  dramatic  faII  in  L987 in  the  transport
price  for  liquid  cargo after  the  boom 1n 1986.  The extreme
high  price  in  1986 inspired  some transporters  to  invest  in  new
building,  only  to  add to  the  already  existing  overcapacity  in
1987 when the  market had collapsed.  Fig.  3.4  speaks for
itself.  Never was the  difference  between cost  and price
indices  as bj-g for  }iquid  cargo as at  the  end of  f987.
The price  for  dry  cargo had its  lowest  point  in  the  beginning
of  t'he third  quarter  of  the  year and a Iittle  upJ-ift  after
that,  but  for  the  liquid  cargo prj-ce it  was downwards from
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Most significant  for  the  development on the  free  market
is  ttre price  per  trip  for  dry  cargo in  comparison with  the
costs.  Figure  3.5  gives  a closer  look  at  the  price  per  trip
for  dry  cargo and the  costs.  It  illustrates  clearly  the
structural  probJ-em of  the  inland  watertray transport  rndustry.
Since L979 the  steadily  rising  costs,  with  ttre prices  remaining












in  ECUI (1.1.L979=100)






















































total  costs L47 L46, 148
The total  costs  on the  Rhine and N/s market derveloped in  1987
along the  same lines.  wages went up faster  on. the  Rhine tharr
on the N/S.  While capital  and fuel  cosLs went down on the
Rhine they remained the  same on the  N/S narket.
In  the  following  table  cost  increases  in  L987 are broken downr
by nationality  of  the  ,carrier.
Table 3.20 Total  cost  indices  by nationality  of  the  carrier  i.n
national  cu.rrency ( 1.1 .L979=100)
















Increase  1987 L.5Z 4 .37" o7" L .42
A registration  of  costs  and prices  in  national  curren includes  so many monetary factors  that  it  1s not  poss get  a crear  and separate view of  the  developments in





863.10.4  Cost developments by shrp type  (:_n ECU)
Table 3.2L Cost indices  (total  cosrs)  Uy ship  type  in  ECU












































The fuel- cost  increase  in  the  years  L979/L985 and the  sreep
decrease rn  1986 $/as most strongJy  felt  for  pusher unl_ts.
Apart  from the  oil  prl-ces the  cost  ctevelopments over the  years
were relatrvely  smal-l-. Durrng the  last  half  of  L987 there  was
only  a mr-nor cost  l-ncrease for  the  smallest  vesse-l-s.  tr'or the
other  vessels  ttre  costs  stayed at  the  same level.  Tabl,e 3.22
gl-ves a closer  look  at  the  fluctuations  of  the  cost- components
for  ehe dif ferent  ship  types  duri-ng L9A7.
87Table 3.22 6st  develognerrt  by elenrent arrd shrp t)pe in ECIJ irr the year 1987




























































:1.10.5 @rparison bettEen @st an(1 pr]-ce develornents bv rnarket
a) nnine norket
the ccrnpanson of oost and price inoices tor Rhrne traltfac nay requue sore
explanatrcr.
Cost udJ.ces are calcu.lated qr the basrs of costs lgl  ]:+I).  krce  indicers can
eitlrer be based cn prices Eel sqg13 or reverrues  (pnices) pgl !ry.  Fbr a
cLean camlEnson costs per trip  slroul-d be ocrnlnred h,ath revenues per trrp.  As
long as ttre average loading factor of the ships does rxort ctnrrge, ttre trEtt'3trl of
prrce indices per tonne or per trlp  w"iII be the sanre (prrce IEr tonne x Al'nnes
carried = revenue per tnp).  lbnaever, in Rhine traffi.c  tlre average }oadilrg
factors are far frcrn qrnstant.  In IErJ-ods of lcrnr wate!: Ievels tfie loadinrl
facLors can go dom sharply (up to 50* of the nornnl Lr:vel).  In these
circumstanc-es transtrDfrers  receive il  general a "lovl $mter alloronce"  per
tonne, whictr l-s a c€mlErlsation to keep t]re revenues F(}r trip  at the agre€d
leve}.  Itrerefore, pnces per tonne wrll  shcrr an qpsnllng in thrs sl-tuatloll,
while prj-ces per trip  tarill rernain the sane.
88b) North-South market
rn international  North-south traffic  there are different
market regimes, which results  in  clifferent  price
developments.
* The market for  liquicl  cargo f,s freer  os it  is  on the
Rhine. The same applies for  most of  t.he sand and gravel
transports.
* The rest  of dry cargo is  in  prj-nciple subject to a tour  de
r6le  system, although there are exceptions for  certarn
transport flows between NL and B.  prj-ces rn thj-s regurated
market are fixed after  negotiations between representatives
of  transporters and shippers in  the tariff  committees, or by
transporters uniIateraIIy.
Ficrure 3.6 cost and price  deveropments for  internationar
North/South traffic,  in  ECU.
L | 0u I D chn60,/  ff,RcxnnDls€s  L tou  I D€s,/ rFr(LiDUdG
SFITD trTD  GRFUEL,/  SFELES €I  GRAUI€RS /  SA'ID t,tdl}  XIES
DRY CAR6O /  NNRCBdNDISES  SECH€S  /  ISOCXEruAI}UNG







Prices  rn  the  free  segment of  the  North-south  market show roughly,  though to  a less  extreme extent,  the  same pattern  as on the  Rhine.  The recovery of  the  market sj-nce the lowest pornt  i-n 1983, rn  ottrer  words the  tendency of  the  prices to  rise  slightly  more than the  costs,  came ro  an end in  the
second harf  of  L987.  prices  went down while  costs  tos€r




The contents  of  Chapter 4 can be summarized as follows:
4.L  Intra  EUR-12 internatronal  rail  traffic  in  I9B7
4.2  Intra  EUR-12 international-  rarl  traffrc  broken down by NST
Chapter
4.3  National  rarl  traffic
4.4  Ra:-I tratfrc  with  thLrd  countrLes
4.5  Use of  Community rai-l  network
4.6  Rarl  prrce  indices
9l4.L  Intra  EUR-12 internat.ional rarl  traffrc  in  1987
4. :t. t  Introductron
The statistical  data presented in  thj-s  chapter  have been
supplied  by the  Statistical  Of fices  of  the  Ii2 Mernber States.
They correspond Lo those supplied  under Stat:Lstj-cal
Dj-rective  LL77/80 to  the  Statistj.cal  Offrce  <rf the  European
Community (Eurostat).
Tonnage data for  international  traffic  is  based on "tonnages
received"  from Directive  Table 5A where poss:Lble, but  for  Llr87 ,
a number of  llember States have still  not  subnnitted t.hei-r annual
tables  to  Eurostat  an,d it  has been necessary to  make use of  the
simpler  monthly data  (faUte g)  which has no commodity
breakdown.  There is  a further  difficulty  with  UK where no
"country  of  origin"  j,s given  j-n Table 8 so that  it  has been
necessary to  make estj-mates assuming that  the  grohrth between
1986 and 1987 has been the  same for  each "country  of  origin".
It  has also  been necessary to  make estimates  from partner
l'lember State  data  for  UK, E and P prior  to  1986.
4.)t.2  Total  intra  EUR-12 tolnages,  1987
Internatronal  raj.I  transport  between the  l2  Member States  fell-
1.2*  rn  1987, a much better  performance than the  previous  year
when tonnage fell  by over lO*.
DespJ-te thrs  rmproved performance the  share of  rail  continued
to  fall  because total  intra  EUR-12 tonnages for  all  3 modes
continued to  rise.
4.1..3 Intra  EUR-I2 tonnaqes bv relation,  1987
Table 4.1  gives  the  tonnages (in  thousands) tor  each relation
for  1987 together  with  the  corresponding fJ-gures for  1986 arrd
the  percentage changes.  Readers should note that. Belgium and
Luxembourg have been separated J.n contrast  tcl previous  Annual
Reports.  As noted in  the  j-ntroducti-on,  the  tonnages are  basied
on the  "tonnages recej-ved" basis  rather  than the  "tonnages
despatched" basis.  Because of  the  simple met-hod that  has had
to  be used to  obtain  the  figures  j.n the  "UK c:olumn" it  is
inappropriate  to  calculate  the  percentage chernges (these  are
thus marked N).
92Table 4.I  Volurre of rntraenn-rnqr  u=ffi-c ty rarl  ('000 tanres) - fgO & lS7
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93The 11 majors flows  (those over  2 nlrllron  to'innes) al-l  occu:r' on
the  relations  be|ween D, F,  I,  NL, B and L.  For these ma jc,r
flows,  the  largest  olcserved increase  in  1987 was D >f  (up f5*)
fo]lowed by D )B  (utc lO*)i  the  ma;ior falls  occurred  for  B ->L
(oown L3*)  and B )F  (down 9*).
The j-ntermedj-ate flours (those  betw€ren O.5 an(l 2 mrl]-lon  ton,nes)
also  aII  occur on tht3 relattons  bet-ween D, F,  I,  NL, B and L,
except for  that  betwreen D and DK.  A very  la:nge rncreasie wils
observecl for  F >NL  (up I28*)  and et large  l-norease for  B >'I
(up 23S); D zlDK and D >NL  showed sharp fal.Ls  (down 22* and
2L* respectrvely),
4.L.4  DeveLopment  of  inwar<l tonnaqes for  each Membr:r State,  7.983-L987
Table 4.2  shows the  r3volutr-on over 5 years o:f i-nternat:-ona.L
intra  EUR-12 rarl  trilffic  on t'he basis  of  invrard tonnages:[or
each l"lember State  (f.igures  for  1986 and L987 are also  s;hown l-n
Table 4.L),  the  same frgures  are  shown graph:Lcally rn
Frgure 4.L.
B Annual change
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95Table 4.2:  Internatron,af intra  EUR-12 traffic  (rn  'O00 tonners)
* Annual chan(le



































































































+15.1* +r.9* -r0.5*  -1.2* *  Change
The marn features of lfable 4.2 and Fi-gure 4-L are:
( r)  4 Member states  (D, F, I  and B) accou,nt for
ln$/arcl tonnages
(ii)  Increases for  all  l"lember States from 1.983 to
except DK
(irr)  Declines for  erll Member States from 1985 to
DK (decline in  L9B7 rather than 1986) and E.
80* of  all
1984
1986 except
964.2 Intra  EUR-12 international  rarl  trafti_c  broken down b NST
Chapter
Despite the overall  farl  of  1.2* from 1986 ro 1987, increases
were observed for  some NST chapters, namely NST I  (foodstuffs
and animar fodder), Nsr 3 (petroleum products), NST 6 (cruoe
and manufactured mineral-s, building  materiafs),  NST B
(chemicals) and NST 9 (mj-scel-laneous  articles).  The tncreases
(baseO on 9 Member States only, but accounting for  92* of
J-ntra EUR-12 traffrc)  were 7, 8,  9, 6 and 2* respectrvely.
The overarr decline was due,to falrs  in  the "traditronal-"  goods
carried by the rarlways, NST 0 (agriculturar  products), NST 2 (solid  mineral fuels),  NST 4 (ores and metal waste), NST 5
(metal products) and NST 7 (fertj-l-j-zers)  where the falls  (again
based on 9 Member St.ates) were 4, 15, 3, 2 and 15*
respectively.
These changes are shown in  the right  hand column of  Table 4.3
which also shows the relatr-ve j-mportance of the ctifferent  NST
Chapters.  In 1986 (tne last  year for  which data are available
for  all  12 Member srares),  NST 9 (23*) and NST 5 (22*) were by
far  the most important groups, NST 2 accounting for  under lI*
(much less than for  nationaL transport -  see below).
Table 4.3 also strows the intra  EUR-12 traffj-c  broken down by
Member State of  destrnation as wel.l- as NST Chapter for  1986 and
1987 (f987 fj-gures not available for  NL, UK and P).  The
Iargest rncreases (in  'O0O tonnes) in  L987 were NST 6 ro f  (up
5L7 to  I82I),  NsT 4 ro D (up 454 ro 327I) and NST 9 ro I  (up
319 to  5095); the largest  falls  were NST 2 ro F (down 567 ro
2OO7), NST 2 ro L  (down 381 to  1380), NsT 4 ro L (down 36t ro
1713), NST 5 to B (aown 313 t-o 3402) and NST 7 ro F (oown 308
to  1153 ) .
97T,able 4.3 RarI Intra EUR-12 -  Nsl.-breakdcir,rm  by Meriber State of des;tinatiqr  -  1986 & .1987
('0O0 tonnes)






























































































































































































































































































98Taole 4.4 Rail  rntra  EUR-10 breakdown by NST, f983 to  1986
( 'OO0 r)































































Tota I s9858 69066 707AA 63054 +5. 3*
(llote:  Figures prl-or  to  1986 j-nclude estimates  for  traffic t'to  uKt'. )
It  rs  also  r-nteresting  to  look  at  NST Chapter changes over  a
Ionger period  than the  one year covered rn  Table 4.3,  but  this
can only  be done on a EUR-IO basis  as it  is  not  realrstic  to
carry  through the  estimation  procedure used for  "E and P total
tonnage" to  a commodity breakdowni the  resufts  are  shown Ln
Table 4.4.  The results  show that  the  main growth has been in
NST 9  (up 208),  NsT t  (up 198),  NST 5  (up 16*)  and NST I  (up
14*);  the  greatest  losses  j-n NST 0  (down 26*),  NST 2  (aown f6*)
and NST 7  (down 8*);  the  results  are broactly j-n line  with  those
for  f9B6 to  1987 given  above, i.e.  the  "traditional"  goods
carried  by the  railways  have been in  decline  since  1983.
994.3 National  rail  traffic
Table 4.5  shows that  from 1983 to  1985 nati<rnal  rail  traffic
for  EUR-10 remained stable  at  just  over  550 mio tonnes exc,ept
for  Lhe dip  in  1984 due to  the  UK niners  st:rike.  Subseque:ntly
there  rras a sharp fa11 in  1986 of  5% and a smaller  fa11 of  2.5"1
in  L987.  (The sharp f all  in  1986 was matched by an even lia.rger
fa11 of  international  traffic  see above.)
Taking the  period  1983 to  1987 as a who1e, only  I  showed  aro
i-ncrease.  F national  traf  f ic  declined  steadily  over the  wlhole
period  losing  over  L7 7., accounti.ng f or  more than half  of  the
loss  of  national  traffic  on the  Conmunity nethrorks.
A breakdown of  national  traffic  by NST ChapLer is  given  in
Table 4.6.  The overall  change fro:m 1986 to  L987 (-2.3%)  i.s
slightly  dif f erent  f rom Table 4.4  due to  the  absence of  NS'I
breakdown for  NL, UK and P for  L987 and is  based on the  otleer  9
Member States  only  (as are all-  the  7o's in  the  right  hand
colunn).  Only NST 9 (niscellaneous  artieles)  up 3% and NS'I I
(f oodstuf f s and animaJ- f odder )  up L"l showed positive  gains;
NST 3 (petroleun  products)  and NST 2 (so1id  mineral  fuels)
showing losses  of  67" and 57" respectively.  In  national  marl<ets
NST 2 (with  30% of  the rnarket) predominates and the  sharp.fall
(down 5"1) accounts f or  most of  the  change ol- the  total  ,  i.e  " "a11 products  NST 2) nere almost stable  from 1986 to  L987"
Tabl e 4 .5 Rail  National  ( I 000t )









































































EUR- 1 O 55sL7 4 50508  1 5s9199 530381 5L67 L7 p
EUR-1  2 x X X 560099 546015p
100Tbble 4.6 Rarl - lblr-crnl - Erea]<doan by bSf ('OCft)































































































































































































































































































































l0lTable 4.7  Rail:  National  EUR-IO -  breakdown by NST 83-86































































Total 555L7 4 505081 559r99 530381 -4. 5*
An analysis  of  NST Chapter changes over a lon<;er period
(f983-I986)  is  given on EUR-10 basis  in  Tab.l-e 4.7.  The only
grohrth recorded in  thrs  period  was for  NST 6  t(up It*);  the
major loss  was for  NST 2  (down 9*)  this  group being  so
important  that  it  acco,unted for  16 out  of  the  25 millron  tonnes
Ioss  for  all  goods from 1983 to  1986.  other  :Lmportant losses
occurred for  NST 4  (do,wn 1O*) anct NST 7  (down f38).  These
changes are  somewhat different  from those observed for
internatronal  j.ntra  EUR-IO traffic  discussed :Ln Table 4.4.
1024.4 RaiI  traffic  with  thi-rd  countries
This  report  includes,  for  the  first  time,  detaj-Is  of  rail
traffic  between EUR-12 and third  countries;  data  for  L9A7 is
not  fully  available  for  aII  Member States  and is  thus
provisronal.
The total  rail  traffj,c  with  third  countries  (59 mil-lj-on tonnes
in  1987) is  almost as large  as the  tonnage between Member
States  (64 miflLon  tonnes in  f987).  This  is  in  conrrast  wirh
road haulage where intra  EUR-12 tonnage is  some 5 times  greater
than tonnages wj-th third  countries.  The difference  is
essentj-ally  due to  the  importance that  raj-l  transport  plays  in
the  Alpine  region  and t.he State-tradj.ng  countries.
Details  of  rail-  traffj-c  with  third  countries  are given  an
Table 4.8.  Inward traffJ.c  j-s some 25* hrgher  then outward
traffic  and the  major tlows  are with  DDR (fS  ml-o tonnes),  CH
(12 mro tonnes),  A (I1  mj-o tonnnes) and CS (6 mio tonnes).



































































































Total  inc.l-udes estimated  I78r 0OO tonnes thj-rd  countraes
IO UK




1034.5  Use of  Communj-tv Ra:Ll- Netwgrks
To examine the  use of  the  different  rarl  networks in  t.he
Community rt  r-s eas:Ler to  work wit.h tonne-kir-l-ometres rather
than tonnes srnce this  avor-ds double-counting  when Commun:lty
totals  are  required,,
Table 4.9  shows, for: each natr-onal network,  the
tonne-kilometres  per:formed for  oif'ferent  types  of  traffic,,
national,  rnward, outward and transit  l-n 19t}6; furthermore,
the  rnward, outward and transit  are  subdivicled according  tro
whether lvlember States or  non-Member States  are  concerned.
The marn results  for: the whole Community network are  (ln
mio t-km)  as foll-ows;:
Natronal  110810  65. 5t
Inward  22LL4  13,1A
Outward  26800  15 " 8*
Transir  9426  5.6* roE;r-  T6gTag T50f
For the  rnternatl-onerI traffrc  on the  Commun:-ty network:
Between 2 M.S.
Bet\ireen !1 .S.  and non M.S.








Table 4.9  afso  shows;i
58339  tOO*
-  Almost 65* of  rarl-  traffic  occurs on er-Lh€|r the  D or  F
network.
Transit  traffic  is; only  important  on the  lD, B,  L,  DK ancl (to
a lesser  extent)  the  F network (tnrs  is  diLre to  sl-ze of  the
M.S. and its  geographical position).
A further  analysrs  has been carrred  out  for  internat.r-onal-  r-ntra
EUR-12 traffic  for  1.986 and is  presented in  a matrix  form rn
Table 4.LO.  It.  should be stressed  that  Tabl.e 4.9  combrnesi
Table 6A7, of  the  Eurostat  publrcatlons  (t.km  on the  networks of
the  orj-gin  or  destinatron  M.S.) wath Table 1618 (t-km  on t-her
network(s)  of  any M.S. transl-tted).  As menr!.ioned rn  Tablet 4.9
data  for  transr.t  trer ffrc  for  E as not  avar-l-i:r bl-e,- arl Tabl-e   .LO
thrs  reduces the  ent-ries  rn  the  P row (and r::olumn) except for
the  relatron  between P ancl E.
Table 4.I0  shows that  l-t  as F ->I  traffrc  wl:lrch has the  la.r<;esr
use of  the  Communrt)/ network (41998 mao t-klr  or  13.68 of  t.lhe
Comnunrty total)r  thre second .Largest being ll  ->I  traffrc
(3r373 mr-o t-km).  llhe table  also  shows the  cons:-derab-Le
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105Tabte 4.IO lrrternatrcrgl  ir11J.a lfjFl2 traffic,  196 (jn mlo t-+im cn O:rTmrtrq/ rErassl<




Inrra  EUR-10 Intra  E[JR-12




















t353r7 L36952 L4L409 r 35r43 L476?.2
Tabl-e 4.LL shows that,  over the  perLod 1983 to  1986, the  use of
the  EUR-10 rail  network for  intra-Communj-ty jorrrneys  (national,
.r-nternatronal,  inward *' outward and transj-t)  f i.rst  Lncreased,
but  then  r-n 1986 returned  to  almost exactly  th€! same level  a{i
1983.  Thrs rs  ln  eontrast  vyl-th the  tonnage pat-tern  rn
Table 4.7 where there  was a large  drop r-n 1984 (UK mrners
strrke  -  wh:-ch has a large  effect  on tonnes buh relatrvely  leiss
on L-km) ana there  rs  a drop of  3.58 from 1983 to  1986.
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1064 . 6  S.a 1l  pr.icg_ :-rrll:Lces
4"6.L Introduction
At  the  nroment prrce  surveys are  conducted j-n D, F,  r,  NL and B.  These frve  rarrways have agreed on 6 method Dased on a basket ot  represerrtative  commodl-tl-es for  each link,  llase,.j on the  actual  traffrc  data  for  the  reference  period  (Ig{jI}.  The
l-ndrces are  basecl on the  offrcral  rail  tarj-ff  an francs.  T,hey take  no ;rccount of  the  reductions  grant,ed, whrch are  somet.1mes
suDstant-ra I .
t".6.2  Price  dqvelopments bv relaLion
Price  trenrls  l-n L9A7 are  summed up in  Table 4.I2.  The price
tnd:.ces j-n the  table  are based on 31 December tgBI  ecluals 100.
TaFIe 4_.12 Price  trends  in  L9A7
Relation Index Increase  (*
in  1987
)
















































































The brggest price  lncreases  (fO*  and rnore) were on the  traftl-e with  r  (partrcularly  from and to  D anci from NL).  prices  arso rose by 3* on the  traff:_c  from B to  NL.
l()7CHAPTER  5
COMSINED TRANSPORT
5.1  Container transport  1 987
The data j_n paragraph j.1 .1  to  5.1 .7  have been es the  assistance  of  rntercontainer  (socr6t5  interna 1e transport  par  transcontainers);  an enterprr-se
European rairway  companies for  the  internationar- containers.
These data cover container  novements by rail a wider area than the  Connunity.
Fron paragraph 5.1.4  onwards, data are  reproduced on intra-Conmunity  transports  of  containers  by rarl  as they  are corlected  through the  statisticar  DirectivL  Rair.
5.1.1  With a total  traffic  volume of  g24,7gg TEU, the  1gg7 results show an increase  of  4.7  percent  over the  preceding year,  thus exceed'ng the  record  of  904rg07 TEU which was set  in  1985. loaded traffic  increased. by j.9  percent,  and enpty traffic  felI by 0.8  percent.  sone comparative figures  are gir"o  below by way of  elucrdation.
Table 5.1  Developpgn! of  totar  container  traffic  by rail
( it  TEU) (*)




























in  Europe which is
by rail Developnent of  total,  container  traffic (in  'ooo ooo rEU,kn)
Tabl"e 5 .2
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df,'!{n b.y se{:tor,  in  TEU antl
Table 5 .7 .4
1 987
.'J.-t i R6
Marrtime  containers  loadr:d
enPt,;1
794,118 TEU







,  in  A6/ r  I  I . *F
+1 ,1',fi
0thers
( transits,  rlrrect.  G.'8. ) 48,566 TEU -1 2,, B%
Maritrme traf  f ic.  Traf f rc  to  and f ron  ihe  po.:ts  reln&insi ,  lll
Teins  of-Uotfr ?olurne and reverrue, thLe most inportant  contal-nel:
traffic.  The l0eded r:ontainer  traflfrc  i"n thir:  sectoir
establ-ishes a new recr:r'ci higir  wrth 
=;94,178 
TEiJ, an irrcrerase of
1.6% over 1986.  On the  other  hand l;here r{as il  slight  drop r:f  2
percent rn  the  volume of  enpty ccntalners  tral:sported.  Thrs
du.r"Iopnent reflects  the  Llnprovemenl;s in  bala;rce and ccrttai:nel:
nanagement  that  have takep place in  the  conta.Lnerised shrpp:Lng
lrnes  in  the Past few Years"
Conti.ne-ntaI traffac.  In  the  year uncleI: revieir  continental
traffic  amount?O-ti- J;30,288 TEU, vr1;h Ioaded traffrc  account;rng
for  266r547 TEU (+177) and e:npty tr:rffrc  for'  117'475 TEil
(*1 " 1,fi)'.  The pereentage .f  Loa,ded ibraf f :.c  wa. s  7O% as agarnsrt
il%  rn' the  prevl-ous year,  a developnent consr Cered f ilvourabl-e '
0thers.  The two other  sectors  cf  the  contaarterroarket are
E-rFeEt traf  f i.c wrth  0::eat Irr.ta.:.n and Erre  anid traf f :t-c wrth  cr i'
vr-D- the USSR, whrch togethe, :" ac: coun'b for  i.7ni  of  TEU ',i*o.Lume"
Both sectors  showed a decli,ne t;he tr:tal  ot- wtrich w&s -11>-'Ai{ ''
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lltIn  table  5.4  the
t,oEaI amount of
third  countries
toEal  amount of  926.L96 TEU of  1987 and the
887.083 TEU of  1986 are  divided  over  EUR-12 and
wit,h groltth  rates  in  7" '
5.1.3 MonthlY develoPment of
(in  1000 TEU)
rig.  5 .I






traffic  figures  reflect  the  evenly  sound
over  the  whole  year.  Seasonal  swings  remained
expectecl  linits  and  there  were  no najor  traff:Lc
)sI )o X D( \rn \ru V] V iV n rt II
The nonthly
development
wi thin  the
disruptions
5.1.4  Figures  are  also  ar,railable  f rom the  Counci'L statistical  rail
directive.  The figure  relate  to  national  and  international
container  traffic  :Ln number of  containers,  fu11  and  emPtv and
in  tonnes  by  l"lember States.  Not  all  the  f :Lgures are  yet
available.  In  the  f ollowing  tables  the  f igures  of  1986 rcf
EUR-12 and  the  figures  of  L987 from  Germanll, France,  ItaIy'
Belgiun,  Luxenbourg,  Ireland  ,  Denmark,  Grer:ce and  spain  ia re
published  -
I \ -4 ^/
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l l55,,2.  Piggy Back Transport;
The sources of  paragraph 5.2.1  are  the  year  reports  and
statistics  of  the  U. I.R.R.  (Union internationale  des soci6t6s
de transport  conbin€! raLI/ route).  Paragraph 5.2.2  presents  data
of  the  statistical  Directrve  RaiI.
5.2.1  Piegy back (conbined. raL:-/route  traffic)  is
Iorries  or  their  loerding unrts  (Swop-bodies
by rail.
In  conbined rai L/ roetd traf  f ic  we dis tinguis.Lr
Swop-bodies with  vertical  loading
Seni-trarlers  wit;h vertical  or  horizonta,I"
Whole road-trainsr  wrth  horizontal  loadin,g;




the  transport  of
or  semi-trarlers)
the  transport  of
Io ading
accompanied  by
The transport  of  swop-bodies covers 51 ft of  the  pigCy back
transport  in  Europe today.  It  offers  the  ad'v.antage that  only  a
Iow dead weight nust; be transported  on the:r'ailway  and hence
the  traction  power c'f  the  Locomotives can b,er exploited  fu1Iy.
Ihe  second rnost frequent  technique  (27%) es.p,ecrally in
rnternational  traffi,c  rs  the  transport  of  s€|mj--trailers  in  the
special  pocke t  wagon.s .
To fulfiI  loading  g€,uge requirements specia.l. wagons have been
developed where in  the  axles  of  the  semi-trrliler  are  sunk in  a
"pocket"  between the  bogres of  the  wagon almost down to  the
upper edge of  the  rails.
The technique with  t;he strongest  growth is  t;he rollj.ng
notorway, with  a traf  f ic  share of  121[. Therr: ,  whole lorrre,s  are
driven  up onto special  very  flat  wagons undr:r their  own poner.
The driver  accompanies  the  transport  in  a s.leeping car.
Table 5.8  shows the  development of  the  abovr:-mentroned






















The farl  in  use of  the  semi-trairer  ffas tenporarily  stopped
during  1986/87 by S-C0MBI joining  the  UfRR.  In  the  1ong run
the  trend  is  in  favour  of  swap bodies.  The growth in  the
"Rolling  Motorway" is  due to  thej.r  use in  tr:ans-AIp  traffic.
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ttlTable 5.10 Two thirds  of  a1I  piggyback traf f r,:  is  donestic 
' mainly in  the tr'ederal Republic of  Gernany, tr'ritnce and,
increasingly,  iD  Swed,en and f taIy.  Sone cons:ignnents do cr'o ss
borders during  road t:ransport  at  either  end.





















+ J.6"id + 5.7"I
+154.6"76
To tal 607 ,5oo +  ).9tb
Table 5.11 The transport  servrces  of  the  UIRR companies  haver
quadrupled in  ten years.  Today, 3r600 road u.nits  are
transported  piggyback every day over an avera.ge of  91 0 kn irt
j.nternational'traffic  and 61O km in  domestic traffic.
Natronal  (tlat. )  and International  ( f nt. )  traf'f ic  j.n
thousand mio t-km:





















I 18Konbiverkehr (W. Gernany) transports  2,2OO piggyback
consrgnments every day of  which one third  is  foreign  or  transrt
traffic.  The growth rate  of  this,  a good 1016, was again hrgher
than that  of  nationar  traffic.  The "Rorring  Motorway"  even
achieved an international  growth rate  of  over 30% for  the  thrrd year 1n successj.on.
Novatrans (lrance)  achieved. an increase  of  6% in  traffic  of
which domestic traffic  increased drsproportionatery  welJ.,
despite  a strrke  by the  tr'rench railways.
Cemat (Itafy)  in  1987 for  the  first  time,  were abLe to  rncrease
their  traffic  by over 30% and also  reach a total  of  one
thousand millron  tkn  for  rnternal  traffj-c.
Trarlstar  (Netherlands)  marnly transports  goods fron  Rotterdam
and venlo  to  Northern rtaly.  During 1988, the  new Ede central
piggyback terminal  wiIl  be brought rnto  use.
IRW (Be1grun) concentrates  on Italian  traffic,  whrch representrs
around 70% of  their  business.  80% of  the  consignnents  nove
over the  southern border  in  transit  through France, and around
20% rnto  or  through west Germany. 50% of  arr  rRW's traffic  is
processed through its  largest  terminal  in  the  port  of  Antwerp.
A further  20% of  traffic  passes through the  ferry  ports  of
0stend and Zeebrugge and is  transported  across the  channel to
Great Brrtain.  After  a moderate growth of  7% in  1987 (strikes
at  SNCF and the British  ferries),  the  first  harf  of  19BB showed.
a growth rate  in  two figures.
Konbr-Dan (lenmark) more than doubled its  traffic  in  the  second
frnancral  year after  formatron.
l195.2.2  Data fron  the n:ai1 Statrstical  Directive  llor  1987 are  avai. labl-e
for  the countries  Gernany, France,  Italy,  Belgiun  and Denm,ark
(see TabIe 5.13).
Table 5.12 shows the  figures  of  1986 and llable  ,.14  gives  the
conparison betrieen 1987 /86.
TabIe 5.'| 2  Rail/road  1 986
lab1e  5. 1 I  Raj.l/ road  1 987
TabLe 5.14  RaiI/roaal  grcwth  rate  19a7/A6 in  fi
Country Natl'onaI Internatlonal !ran6it lo taI
Lo rrd j.ng Unlo ad i ng
nunber I OOO tong nunber 'IOOO ton nunbs r t 00O tonr aunbe r 1 0OO toas DuEbe  r I OrCO tona
D t1 6267 4452 97 667 1969 95881 1 55t 1 4rt4 310 ,241 49 a2a1
P 1 1467 0 21 59 32244 ,1 922 704 1 9524 601 21 4404 41 t6
I 97 9t ?44 ,7 9r7 15'tA 545eo
,| 658 o 1 2231  1 7440
lrt 7 400 196 7 200 115 54oct 105 20000 416
B 458 E 1 422t +54 1 2457 t72 I 9Cl 27724 ara
DK 7 1 9 557 ta
CouDtry Nataonal In te rnatiolal TrBaalt Total
Lo 8d ing UDloadrng
nunber I OOO tons nunb6 r 10O0 tons aunbe r '| OOO tonB nunb e r: 1 OOO tons nun be r 1 0OQ tons
D 51 231 2 42ro 1o5174 2222 1 077 51 17 66 1 6625 767 5t7A62 85 86
F 1 49319 ?217 | 9490 197 22114 446 44407 215554 t970
I 1 0447 264 506?9 1 451 52445 1 5r7 70 2 1 1 7591 527 4
B 518 11 1 4681 4e0 11516 191 77 2 2e7 9t 885
DK 25 )7 4A
CountrJ National Inte:national T:cansj. t To tal
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t20CHAPTER  6
INTERNATIONAL  INTRA EUR-I0 TONNAGES 1983-1986 BY 1O COI"IMODITY
GROU S AND BY MODE
6.1 Introduction
Analysis  by separate commodity groups (r0  Nsr chapters)  has generally  been carried  out  in  the  ehapters relating  to  each
mode of  transport,  especially  for  rail  and inland  waterways
where changes from one year  to  another  can be explained  by
changes in  certain  key industries.  An analysls  for  all  modes
was presented ln  the  1985 Annual Report (chapter  6),  but  here
the  emphasis was on a finer  sub-division  to  the  24 Nsr groups
and the  analysis  only  referred  to  one year,  1984.
I{hile  it  has been posslble  to  assemble intra  EUR-12 matrices
for  each mode from miscellaneous sources from 1983 onwards, it
has only  been practical  to  do this  for  a1l  commodities
combined.  Detailed  analysis  at  commodlty group level  can only
be easily  carried  out  based on data  supplied  under the  three
statistical  Direetives.  rt  therefore  follows  that  it  is
necessary to  linit  this  eommodity analysis  to  lntra  EUR-10
movement s .
The time  series  presen
elsewhere in  this  repo
swi.tch has to  be made
of  commodity groups on
Note that:
ted  here relates 1983
rt,  1986 is  a "pivota
from EUR-10 to  EUR-12
an EUR-12 basis  w111
to  1986.  As
and future  analyses





Road Tonnages relate  to  bilateral  movements on1y.
Tonnages for  Italian  hauliers  (see Chapter 2)  have been
split  among the  10 NST Chapters pro rata  to  the  tonnages
carried  by all  bilateral  partners  obtained from the  Road
Dlrective.
Rail  Tonnages reported  in  the  lnward direction  are  used
for  all  Member States.
Inland  lraterwglg  Tonnages reported  in  the  inward ffiea.
General  Due to  revisions  in  the  data and the method of
estimating  the  commodity split  for  rtalian  hauliers  there
are  sma11 differences  for  L984 compared to  that  published
in  the  1985 Annual Report.
t2l6.2 Intra EUR-10 to 10 NST-Chapters (3 nodes cornbined) f983-1986
Table 6.1 gives the developmen! of the different couunodity  groups accortllng to
the main classificatlon of the NST (10 Chapters). llhe totals for all
conrmoditj-es comblned are different from those given in Chapter 1 because they
refer to EUR-10; further, the figures for road only relate to bilateral
movements.
The results of Table 6.1 show fron 1983 to 1986:
-  substantial steady groltth of NST 8 (chenical) and NST 9 (miscellaneous
artlcles) , up 2Q% and 18% respectively;
-  considerable  growth of NST 4 (ores and roetal waste) and NST 5 (netal
products) , up L5Z and 102 respectlvely, but 1986 tonnages considerabl:/ lower
than 1984 ".ta 
tggS, i.e.  there were large increas<ls fron 1983 to 1984;;
-  average growth of iSf  1 (foodstuffs and animal fo<tder) and NST 3 (pet:roleun
products), up 97" and 77" respectively;
- narginal growth of NST 0 (agricultural products),  up 2"/";
-  sna1l fal1s of NSIi 2 (solid mineral- fuels),  NST 6 (crude and manufactured
mi.nerals, building; materials) and NST 7 (fertilisr:rs),  down 4%r 27" and 4"4
respectivelY.






















































































































0-9 406536 100.0 43369.' 100.0 437 26s 100.0 438838 100.0 +7.9
t226.3 Intra  EUR-10 tonna es 10 NST Cha ters  and b mode
I 983-1 986
The developnent of  the  different  connodity  groups ( 10 NST
Chapters) by mode over  the  perlod  1983 to  1986 is  given  in
detall  1n Table 6.2.  The following  summary shows, for  each
mode, t,hose NST Chapters where the mode has increased its
share of  the market betneen 1983 and 1986.
International
breakdown by
intra  EUR-10 traffic,  3 modes,





o,  l,  2, 3,  4, 5,  7
4, 6, g,  g


















































































































































































































r23The results  for  f986 are  also  rshowu graphically  in
the  areas  of  the  clrcles  for  erirch l{ST Chapter are
tonnages.  Each circle  is  divided  pro-r:rta  fo  the
road,  rail  and inland  waEerway'  Thls  presentation
relative  importance  of  different  cr:mmod:Lty grouPs
eas ily  seen.
Fig.6.l
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tttAnnex
(a) Road Opinion Survey
B  Institut  du Transport routier
DK Dannark Statistik
D  IFO (Institut  fUr lJirtschaftsforschung)
F  Centre de Productivit6  des Transports
GR Ethniki Statistiki  Ypiresia (National Statistical  Office)
IRL University College, Dublin
I  Centro Studl sui Sisteni di  Trasporto
L  Service central de la Statistique et des Etudes 6cononiques
NL Srichring  NEA
UK Department of Transport
(b) Road Cost Survey
D  Bundesverband  des Deutschen Giiterfernverkehrs (BDF) e.V.
F  Conit6 national routier
NL Srichring  NEA
B  Instituut voor Wegtransport
L  F6d6ration des Commergants  du Grand-Duch6
UK Road Haulage Assoeiation Ltd.
DK Landsforeningen  Danske Vongmaend
(c) Road Price Survey
B  Institut  du Transport routier
D  BAG (Bundesanstalt fUr den GUterfernverkehr)
F  MinistEre des Transports
I  Centro Studi sui Sistemi dl  Trasporto
NL NIhl0 (Nederlandsche Internationale Wegvervoer Organisatie)
CBS (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek)
GR Market Analysis
(d) Inland Waterway  Opinion Survey
Rhine  Cornrnission Centrale pour la Navigation du Rhin
North-South B  Instltut  pour le Transport par Batellerie
NL Stichting  NEA
125(e) In1and Waterway Cost Survey
NL  Stichting NEA
in collaboration u'ith :
F  Office national de la navigation
B  Institut  pour le t'ransport par Batellerie
D  Bundesverband  der deutschen Blnnenschiffahrt
(f)  Rail Tariff  Indices
D  DB (Deutsche Bundersbahn)
F  SNCi (Socf6t6 nati.onale des chemins de fer frarrgals)
I  FS (Azienda  autonoma delle Ferrovle dello Stato)
NL  NS (Nederlandse SPoorwegen)
B  NMBS/SNCB (Soc16t€! Nationale des Chemins de fe:r belges)
(g) Conbined TransPort
Intercontainer (container traffic  -  trafic  conteneur:ls6 -  Containerverkehr)
Interunit (Piggy-back - I'enoutage -  Huckepack)
(h) Road Tonnages
D  KBA-BAG Kraftfahrt-Bundesamtes und der Bundesa.rnstalt fUr den
GUterfernverkehr
F  l"linlstEre des Transports -  Service des Transpor:rts routlers
I  Ministerio dei Trasporti -  Dir.  generale  POC
NL  CBS -  Centraal Bu:reau voor de Statistlek
B/L  INS -  Institut  naltional de Statistiques
UK  GSS -  Department of TransPort
IRL  University College, Dublin
DK  Danmark Statistik
GR  Ethnikl Statistikl  YPlresia
E  l"linisterio de Transportes, Turismo y coumunicetciones
P  I'linisterio dos Trirnsportes e Comunicagoes
A  0sterreichisches lStatistisches Zentralamt
CH  Bundesamt fiir  Sta:ristik
SOEC (Luxenbourg) Dire,et|ve 78/546
(i)  I.W. Tonnages
ONI  Office national dre Navigation
CCR Comission Centrale Pour 1a Navigatlon du Rhirt
SOEC (Luxenbourg) - Directive 80/1119
(j)  Rail Tonnages
SOEC (Luxenbourg) - Directive 80/LL77
(k) Rhine fleet  developnents
Internationale  Vereinigung des Rheinschlffsregisters  (IVR)
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